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1896 – Cornerstone for Old Main laid.
1900 – First entertainment number
performed. It was a music recital by
W.Waugh Lauder.
1903 – Old Main gave up its status as
the only building on campus when the
new greenhouse was built.
1918 – Old Main stood empty, along
with the rest of the campus, when the
school was shut down because of the
influenza epidemic.
1935 – Students no longer attended
chapel in the auditorium of Old Main.
Instead they attended College
Assembly once a week.
1944 – Plans were proposed to
remodel the auditorium in Old Main,
according to 1915 plans, to provide a
sloping floor, modern seating and an
adequate stage.
1957 – New doors installed.
1961 – Old Main gets a fire protection
system.
1982 – Old Main receives facelift.
1986 – Resident assistant catches two
men scaling Old Main.
1987 – Old Main granted historic
landmark status.
1995 – Time capsule laid in original
cornerstone of Old Main was dug up
and new items were buried to reflect
Eastern in 1995.
1998 to 1999 – Exterior work on
Old Main is being done to help pre-
serve the stonework. Currently the
stone of the building’s North side is
being washed as part of this process,
said Ted Weidner, director of facilities,
planning and management.
Sources: “Eastern Illinois State
College: Fifty years of public service”
by Charles H. Coleman, 1950; The
Warbler, 1996; The Daily Eastern
News (various years).
By Jason Maholy and 
Shauna Gustafson
Staff writers
Approaching Charleston from
either the east or west on state
Route 16, one can’t help but
notice what seems to be a
medieval fortress rising out of an
otherwise traditional Midwestern
small-town landscape.
As any Eastern student knows,
this hulking, ivy-covered, limestone
behemoth is Old Main, the oldest
and arguably most historically sig-
nificant building on campus.
Dating back to 1899, Old
Main is as old as Eastern itself. It
has heard the footsteps and con-
versations of a century’s worth of
university presidents, students
and administrators, including
Livingston C. Lord, Eastern’s first
president. At one time, it was the
only building on campus and was
home to every classroom and aca-
demic department.
“Old Main is a trademark
and a landmark,” said Claire
Krukenberg, chair of the mathe-
matics department. “It’s proba-
bly the most recognizable and
identifiable feature on campus.
You have no problem telling
people how to get there; just tell
them to go to the castle.”
Steve Rich, director of alumni
services, said Old Main definitely
holds a special place in the histo-
ry at Eastern.
“Just look at the logo,” Rich
said. “Of all the logos Eastern has
had over the years, Old Main has
in some way been incorporated
into it. Old Main personifies
Eastern.”
Some students see Old Main as
a sign that they are almost home.
“It’s different than any other
building on campus. It’s a good
sight to see after traveling three
hours on the expressway,” said
Brandi Daniels, a sophomore
business major.
Old Main has long stood out as
the first building seen when one
arrives at Eastern. Some see it as a
compass pointing them in the
direction of campus.
“The first weekend I lived here
the only way I knew I was going
in the right direction was the cas-
tle,” said Patience Taber, a sopho-
more biology major.
The building has long been one
of the first impressions prospec-
tive students get of Eastern when
they visit the campus.
Campus reflects on Old Main memories
1899-1999
See REFLECTS Page 2A
Celebrating 100 years
By Geneva White
Campus editor
When Eastern’s Board ofTrustees chose Bishop’sWoods as the site for the schoolthat would one day become
Eastern Illinois University, Lincoln Avenue
was nothing more than a two-lane road used
by horse-drawn carriages.   
The concept of building Eastern Illinois
State Normal School came in 1895, leading
to the construction of its first structure in
1896, which today is known as Old Main,
according to Charles Coleman’s book,
“Eastern Illinois State College, Fifty Years of
Public Service.”
Old Main celebrated its 100-year anniver-
sary in August, and September marks the
100-year anniversary for the university’s first
semester of classes. On Sept. 12, 1899, the
university’s first 400 students began their
classes in Old Main, which used to be known
as the administration building, main building
and the Livingston C. Lord building. 
Like other state schools being built in
Illinois at that time, including Northern Illinois
University in DeKalb and Southern Illinois
University in Carbondale, Old Main was
designed to look like a castle, an idea prompt-
ed by then Illinois Gov. John P. Altgeld and his
wife following a trip they took to Germany. 
“He and his wife were both interested in
Germanic architecture,” said Robert Hillman,
university archivist. 
But some have speculated about the rea-
sons behind Old Main’s architecture, saying
Old Main and other castles on Illinois cam-
puses were the result of an architectural trend
of the late 19th century. 
“That may have had less to do with
Altgeld’s travels than it did the popularity of
collegiate gothic,” said Nora Small, assistant
history professor and architectural histori-
an.“It’s not just one thing that contributed to
the design of Old Main and many of these
campus structures.”
Associate history professor Terry Barnhart
agrees castles were a popular choice of archi-
tecture at the time.
“It was considered to be the type of
architecture for the time,” Barnhart
said.“It’s such a good representation of that
type of architecture.”
In summer 1899, a completed Old Main
was welcomed to Charleston with a large
parade marching down Sixth Street to the
site of the new school, Hillman said. 
“It was a fairly big event,” Hillman said.
“They invited people from all over the cen-
tral part of the state.”
Hillman said Old Main stood out as a
major jewel of Charleston.
“It certainly was a landmark here in East
Central Illinois,” Hillman said. “Nothing
had been built like it here.”
Hillman said Old Main’s preservation has 
1999 marks Old Main’s centennial
Exhibit to focus on architecture
of university’s oldest structure
By Amy Thon
Assoc. news editor
An exhibition looking back at Old
Main’s creation and its importance for
the last century will open at the Tarble
Arts Center Nov. 20.
The exhibition, titled, “The
Architecture of Eastern’s Old Main:
Aesthetics, Education and Politics,” will
run through Jan. 16.
The exhibition will include vintage
photographs, actual architectural ele-
ments like doors and decorations, draw-
ings and paintings and a variety of arti-
facts, including one of Livingston C.
Lord’s desks. It also will include objects
from the 1896 time capsule, books and
musical instruments, clothing and uni-
forms and original building materials,
said Michael Watts, director of the
Tarble Arts Center, in an e-mail.
Many of the photos and objects are on
loan from Eastern alumni and annuitants,
as well as the archives at Booth Library. 
“We hope this exhibit will generate
interest in ensuring Old Main has a
future,” said Terry Barnhart, associate
professor of history. 
The exhibition is designed to exam-
ine and place in historic context the
architectural style of Old Main and the
university’s Gothic Revivalist architec-
ture, including Pemberton Hall, Blair
Hall and Booth Library, Watts said.
The exhibition will demonstrate how
Old Main and Eastern’s other early neo-
Gothic architecture reflects various con-
ditions and influences from the turn of
the last century, regarding politics, eco-
nomics, higher education and health, as
well as aesthetics and functionality,
Watts said. It also will show how the
architecture relates to turn of the century
revivalist and “Collegiate Gothic” styles,
and the architecture’s place regarding
current historic preservation issues.
A symposium Nov. 20 will feature
several lectures regarding the history of
Old Main. The symposium, titled
“Eastern’s Old Main: A Centennial
Symposium,” will be from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. in the Buzzard Auditorium.
“The focus is on Old Main, but it will
also discuss other aspects on campus,”
said Nora Small, assistant professor of
history and architectural historian. 
The symposium will feature illus-
trated lectures by four Eastern faculty
members in the Buzzard Auditorium as
well as a tour of the exhibition. 
The lectures include: “Origins of the
Modern University: Medieval France c.
AD 1000,” by Bailey Young, associate 
See CENTENNIAL Page 2A
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After scrounging for the necessary supplies–a notebook and pen–I ventured
into Blair Hall and began asking the public this summer’s big question. Did you like
“The Blair Witch Project”? 
In recent years, no movie has stirred so much talk and buzz than this indie hit.
“The Blair Witch Project” has received critical acclaim, cult praise and also main-
stream audience disappointment.
The movie is based on the story of three documentary filmmakers heading into
a forest in Burkittsville, Md. in search of the legendary Blair Witch.The movie had
huge word-of-mouth brewing from an elaborate website (www.blairwitch.com)
and a television special on the Sci-Fi Channel, both of which raised speculation on
whether or not the Blair Witch legend is true – it isn’t.
With strong word-of-mouth and brilliant marketing,“The Blair Witch Project”
has pummeled the summer box office, raking in $120.6 million and counting.The
movie was only made for $30,000, or as directors Eduardo Sanchez and Daniel
Myrick say,“the price of a Ford Taurus.”
“The Blair Witch Project” undoubtedly took Hollywood by storm with its low
budget and hand-held cameras, and while critics have praised the film–The
Chicago Tribune, Chicago Sun-Times and Daily Herald  all gave it four stars–does
the general public like it?
“It scared the crap out of me,” said Kim Whitlock, sophomore psychology
major.
Whitlock said she could imagine being in the same place as the three filmmak-
ers and since they had no idea what followed them, it made the movie scary. “It
was an invisible terror,” she said.
The “invisible terror” that Whitlock refers to is the constant unknowing of
where the Blair Witch is, or what the Blair Witch looks like.The closest anybody
gets to the Blair Witch is a pile of rocks and a shaking tent.
Nonetheless, the invisible terror caused Whitlock to lose a few hours of sleep
in her single dorm, she said.
Joni Lupo, a freshman English major, said,“At night I was scared to death. It real-
ly scared me.” Lupo said the fact the filmmakers were alone with crackling noises
THE BLAIR HALL
In September of 1999, one reporter
headed into the crowded corridors of
Blair Hall to find out if anybody really likes
this movie. All that was found was his
notes; all that was lost was his dignity.
photo by mandy marshall/photo editor
by dan ochwat
Verge editor
see Blair page 3b
Theft
n Alyssa M. Serafin, 21, of
Barrington, reported that some-
time between 2:15 a.m. and 10
a.m. Tuesday that someone stole
a portable compact disc player,
its case and 30 to 45 compact
discs from her vehicle while it
was parked in the 700 block of
Jefferson Avenue. Serafin said
her car was locked when she left
it, but was unlocked when she
discovered the thefts, according
to a police report.
n Kimberly R. Scharp, 22 Delta
Zeta House, Greek Court,
reported Aug. 27 her backpack
and its contents were stolen
from her car while she was
packing. The contents were esti-
mated to be worth $558.
n Tiffany Williams, 2409
Eighth St. Apt. 11, reported
Tuesday her men’s roadmaster
bike was stolen from an on-
campus address. The bike was
valued at $150.
n Amanda Laluna, 18, 220
Andrews Hall, reported Tuesday
her women’s mountain bike was
stolen from the bike rack at
Andrews Hall. The bike was
estimated to be worth $300. 
n Richard Sodeine, 1114 Fourth
St. Apt. 15, reported Tuesday
his bike stolen from a Thomas
Hall bike rack. The bike was
estimated to be worth $120.
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“I remember driving down the
street and this big castle appeared
and I was overwhelmed,” said
Stephanie Hackett, a freshman ele-
mentary education major.
Old Main also has a great deal
of personal significance to those
who have taught and been educated
there in the past century.  
Max Gerling, professor of
mathematics, is one of those people
who has a special place in his heart
for the building that he refers to as
the “soul of campus.”
“When I first started teaching
here, my children were very young
and they used to refer to it as
‘Daddy’s castle,’” Gerling said.
“I’ll always think of it as that.”
Seeing Old Main lit up during
the holiday season is another famil-
iar scene to Eastern students.
“One of the prettiest sites at
Eastern at Christmas is driving east
on (Route)16 and seeing Old Main
all lit up,” said Maria Cupp, a
junior speech communication
major.
Last year, a push was made by
the Campus Master Plan commit-
tee to move the mathematics
department out of Old Main. This
was especially upsetting to
Gerling, who has worked there
since he came to Eastern in 1978,
and he says that it will be a black
moment in the history of Old Main
if and when this does happen.  
“It would be a grievous error to
move the mathematics department
out of Old Main,” Gerling said. “It
has been there as long as Eastern
has existed and it’s the last remain-
ing academic department in Old
Main,” Gerling said. “When they
move mathematics out of Old
Main, I will say good-bye to
Eastern.”
If any moves are to be made,
Gerling said he would like to see
them in the form of moving more
academic departments back into
Old Main. The historical signifi-
cance of the building is something
that more students should have the
opportunity to share, he said.
Rich said although students who
attend Eastern now probably asso-
ciate their years at Eastern more
with the university as a whole than
with Old Main, he can imagine
how special a place the building
must have been to those who
attended in the past.
“To the people who went here
during the early part of the century,
Old Main was Eastern,” Rich said.
“I’m sure that Old Main was a spe-
cial place for those alumni.”
Reflects
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been easier than other buildings on
campus since it is a very sturdy
structure. 
“It was a sturdy building when it
was built, so it was not as prone (to
damage) as some of the other build-
ings that were built more cheaply,”
he said.
Even after 100 years, Old Main
has not seen many changes, except
for some rearranging of space and the
addition of some fire doors, Hillman
said. Eastern’s first library was
housed in the southwest corner of the
main floor until moving to a tempo-
rary location in 1948 before the con-
struction of Booth Library in 1950. 
One of the rooms in the tower
was used for an industrial arts class
for a number of years, and another
tower room once functioned as a
radio station.  
“They haven’t done a lot to the
exterior,” Hillman said. “On the
inside, they’ve created offices and
office suites that they didn’t have
before.”
Small said the auditorium,
where chapel services were once
held, has been turned into the busi-
ness offices and several of the win-
dows have been altered. 
“It’s hard to pinpoint (the
changes and renovations),” Small
said. “We’ve not been able to find
the original drawings from the orig-
inal architecture.”
Most of the original features and
woodwork of the building can be
found on the main floor.
“It doesn’t take too much to fig-
ure out what’s new and what’s old,”
Hillman said. “They used nice
materials. It’s obvious what’s 100
years old.”
On May 27, 1896 Old Main’s
cornerstone was set and a time cap-
sule was buried under it with items
such as a copy of the act creating
Eastern, notes from Trustees and
the roll of the 1896 graduating class
of Charleston High School,
Coleman wrote. 
In 1995, the capsule, which was
located under the 1,000-pound cor-
nerstone at the northeast entrance of
the building, was opened in honor of
Eastern’s Centennial Celebration.
At the ceremony, a new capsule was
buried within Old Main, and con-
tained a 1995 spring commence-
ment program, an Eastern campus
map, various newspapers, a 1994-95
faculty/staff directory and an
Eastern athletic letter.
The new capsule will be opened
in 2095.
Between 300 and 400 education
students began classes in Old Main in
September 1899, and because no res-
idence halls existed yet on campus,
the students lived in the homes of
Charleston residents, Hillman said. 
Those first students attended
Eastern for only a few dollars.
“The sums were so minuscule
compared to today,” Hillman said.
“It was not a huge amount then, but
it was not a trivial amount either.”
Because Eastern began as a
“normal” school specializing in
education, the first classes in Old
Main were geared toward training
students to become teachers. 
A model school for children also
was housed in Old Main so students
could get teaching experience. 
Today, Eastern has grown into a
university offering a variety of
majors. While Old Main now only
serves as space for administration
and math classes, there is no deny-
ing the building is a powerful icon
on campus.
“I think it’s functioned as a sym-
bol of EIU,” Small said. “I think that’s
what everyone would agree on.”
For others, Old Main is a cam-
pus treasure that will never fade. 
“(Old Main) is a tangible link
between Eastern’s past and pre-
sent,” Barnhart said. “We like to
refer to it as a building for the ages.”
Centennial
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professor of history; “Town and
Gown: Historical Landscapes of
Charleston and Eastern Illinois
University,” by Douglas Meyer,
professor of geology/geography;
“That Noble Project: The
Founding of Eastern Illinois
University and the Origins of Old
Main, 1895-99,” by Barnhart; and
“A Building for the Ages: The
History and Architecture of Old
Main,” by Small.
Admission to the exhibition and
symposium will be free.  For more
information contact the Tarble Arts
Center at 581-ARTS (-2787), via e-
mail to cfmw@eiu.edu or  mail to:
Tarble Arts Center, EIU, 600
Lincoln Avenue, Charleston, IL
61920-3099.
– Staff editor Geneva White 
contributed to this article
Exhibit
from Page 1A
What’s Cookin’Comeand 
See...
“Charleston’s Favorite Restaurant”
SLEEP IN, EAT OUT
Serving Breakfast
Saturday and Sunday
until 2 p.m.
7th & Madison   1 block North of the Courthouse  345-7427
PRESENTING...
Kick back to the
progressive trance
sounds of...
DJHARSH!
•••••••••••••••• SHOW STARTS AT 9:30! •••••••••••••••
Tropico & Sprite
$1.75
&
Electric Blue
Lemonade $2.50
Photo provided by University Archives and Special Collections
Shown above is Old Main in the mid-stages of construction. In May 1896 the
cornerstone was laid for the structure. Work was not completed on the early
neo-Gothic style building until 1899.
To the people who went here
during the early part of the
century, Old Main was
Eastern.
Steve Rich,
Director of alumni services
“
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Quote me
Do you believe in ghosts?
“Ah, what the hell.
Yeah.”
– Chris Beckman,
sophomore 
accounting major
“Yes. Not that I’m
scared of them but
I believe in them.”
– LaTonya Holmes,
sophomore, business
major
“I don’t know. I’ve
never seen one but
I’ve heard of a lot
of people that have
witnessed things.”
– Elizabeth Ruiz,
senior, art major
“I think at some
level, yeah, I do
believe in ghosts.
It’s a kinda scary
thing to think
about.”
– April Wilkins, senior,
elementary 
education major
Another year is underway and
we all know what that means. No,
you sillies! Not violent spankings –
movies.What else does the aver-
age college student do on week-
ends besides get together with
their closest chums with some
soda pops and go to the moving
pictures? 
This summer’s movies have
already proven to be big winners
that will please again and again. I
know I’ll laugh every time I see
Adam Sandler’s kid peeing on a
wall or Julia Roberts flopping
around like she’s having an epilep-
tic seizure on the coffee table
because she won a game of war.
So as a service to you here’s a
summary of some of the crap we
have to look forward to in the
coming seasons.
• Due for 2000 is an updated
version of “Charlie’s Angels,” obvi-
ously based on the classic ‘70s TV
series. But the best part is that
Drew Barrymore and Cameron
Diaz are slated to play two thirds
of the Angels team. It makes you
wonder who’s going to play the
smart one and who’s going to play
the slut.
• What we have to look for-
ward to in “Star Wars: Episode II:”
– La crosse. Actually just la crosse
players whacking each other with
light sabers. Apparently la crosse
players would be perfect for some
of the end scenes of the next big
prequel. So, a number of them
showed up to Virginia Beach to try
out for the scenes for the end of
the film in which a clone war
breaks out and hordes of light
saber–wielding Jedi Knights kick
some butt.
• Jenny McCarthy, made famous
by her role as a complete freak
show on MTV’s “Singled Out,” has
joined the team for the upcoming
“Scream 3.” If we’re lucky we’ll get
to see her sitting on the toilet, or
farting, or if we’re really lucky jump-
ing up and down and screaming.Oh
wait, screaming on “Scream 3.” I’m
starting to see the method to this
madness.
Another truly twisted thing
about “Scream 3:” Parker Posey, a
favorite of the indie film scene, is
also in the movie. Jenny and Parker
– whadda team.
Okay, so this isn’t movie related
but I just had to extend heartfelt
thanks to the folks at Dateline for
their piece on obsessive-compulsive
disorder featuring Marc Summers
from Nickelodeon’s “Double Dare.” 
Everyone remember Marc? The
guy who regularly had buckets of
slime and other mysterious liquids
dumped on him? I know it is a seri-
ous medical problem for millions of
people but seeing Marc straighten-
ing the fringe on his rugs 42 times
and polishing his baseboards
brought a little joy into my  life.The
tears of laughter, er, empathy are
still welling up in my eyes.
For serious information on OCD
you can visit www.ocfoundation.org.
•••
Has anyone else noticed the rel-
ative lack of joy in living on campus?
Just walking around, people look
pissed off.
This could be partly to the sum-
mer break withdrawal we are all
still suffering from, but c’mon peo-
ple. Buck up. It can’t be so bad.
So you haven’t eaten anything
but ramen noodles and pizza for two
weeks. So you’re already out of
clean underwear and no one
named “Mom” is around to do it
for you. So the shade of your new
khakis doesn’t match your fraterni-
ty/sororoity windbreaker.
I’m not going to claim that these are
the best years of your life. (My parents
seem to have more fun than I do,
despite the whole taxes thing.) But
there are lots of things to be happy
about.
We could be taking joy in the fact
that it’s not winter yet or finals week.
And one thing everyone can appreci-
ate: none of our teachers have
grown to hate us yet.
Life, campus, Hollywood
by  christy kilgore
Associate Verge editor
designers wanted
the daily
e a s t e r n
news design
& graphics
department
is now 
hiring ad
d e s i g n e r s
for fall ‘98
apply in 
person at the
s t u d e n t  
publications
b u s i n e s s
o f f i c e
located in
the Buzzard
Building
(graphic design majors
are encouraged to apply)
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at Marianne’s
COME IN SATURDAY FOR 2 Eggs, Bacon or Sausage, Toast    
$3.00
Sat. open 9am-8pm
•M-F 10am-8pm • 348-7733 • Catering Available
North Side of the Square!
ALL SOUP FOR YOU!!
Lentil•Blackbean•Chicken & Rice
Chicken & Dumpling • Vegetable
• Best HomemadeDeserts
• Tort
es Av
ail. 
for H
olida
ys
• SchnitzelBratw
urst
Lunch 11am-4pm
Patty Melt on Sourdough w/ FF  $4.50
Catfish Sandwich w/ coleslaw $4.25
Express Lunch Menu Available
Sunday
All You Can Eat Buffet  $4.95
Karaoke 9-11
20oz. Draft $1.50
Lunch 11am-4pm
Italian Beef  $4.25
with Mozzarella add 75¢
345-STIX
Never a Cover • Dance Floor w/DJ 
Full Service Beer Garden open Everyday & Night
Friday 4 O’Clock Club
20oz. Drafts $1.75
Saturday
20oz. Drafts $1.75
Coles County 
Health Department
JOYCE ZSCHAU, R.N., B.A.
P.O. Box 1064
825 18th street
Charleston, Illinois  61920
Area Code (217
Mattoon 258-0530
Charleston 348-0530
Office Hours:8:30 • 4:30
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By Meghan McMahon
Staff editor
Many Resident Assistants say
they are comfortable handling
emergencies, such as a sexual
assault report, because of the
extensive training they receive.
All RAs on campus go through
a variety of training sessions deal-
ing with emergency situations,
including what to do when a resi-
dent comes to them with a com-
plaint about a sexual assault. 
After a rumor about a sexual
assault occurring in Carman Hall
last weekend spread around cam-
pus this week, students were
reminded that safety cannot be
taken lightly, in and out of resi-
dence halls. To make students feel
a little safer in residence halls, the
university mandates that RAs par-
ticipate in a series of safety train-
ing sessions. 
Bill Schnackel, director of
housing and dining services said
RA training includes sessions
with the University Police
Department, the Counseling
Center and Sexual Assault
Counseling and Information
Services.
“During orientation, we
approach it from a variety of dif-
ferent angles,” Schnackel said.
RAs who take their positions
in the fall go through a week and
a half  training program, which
includes a variety of sessions
about safety in the residence
halls, said Bob Wilczynski, area
coordinator for south campus.
In addition to the training ses-
sions, each new RA is required to
take a four-credit hour course,
Wilczynski said.
RAs who begin their jobs in
the spring take a three-day train-
ing session along with the four-
credit hour course, he said. The
training session is shorter in the
spring because there is not
enough time for a longer course.
“What we lose in quantity we
hope to make up with quality,” he
said.
Only rarely do residents
approach their RAs with a sexual
assault complaint, Wilczynski
said. When an RA is approached,
they take on a supportive role and
tell the victim what options are
available to them.
All RAs also are required to
hold a program on their floors in
which a SACIS representative
talks to the floor residents about
sexual assault and what they can
do if they are assaulted.
Abby Radcliffe, an RA in
Carman Hall, said SACIS repre-
sentatives talk to the RAs during
their training and instruct them of
what they can do if a resident
comes to them about a sexual
assault.
The representatives tell them
what options a sexual assault vic-
tim has, Radcliffe said. They also
provide the RAs with phone num-
bers of people available at any
time of the day.
She said she does not think
sexual assault is a very common
occurrence on campus, but it
probably does not get reported as
often as it happens.
Radcliffe said she thinks she
would know what to do if a resi-
dent came to her with a sexual
assault complaint, but she would-
n’t know until the situation pre-
sented itself.
“I would think (I would know
what to do), but I wouldn’t know
for sure until I was in that situa-
tion,” she said. 
Jeanneen Holmes, an RA in
Andrews Hall, said the training
sessions help RAs learn what they
can do when a resident has been
sexually assaulted.
“When (a resident) comes to
us, we sit with them and try to get
the story out of them,” Holmes
said. 
“We give them options, they
choose and we have to stay confi-
dential.”
If a resident tells an RA they
have been sexually assaulted, they
are required to inform the assis-
tant resident director, Holmes
said.
“Whatever they decide to do,
we have to report it to the ARD,
but the ARD can’t tell anyone
else,” she said.
After the training, Holmes said
she would feel very comfortable
if a resident came to her with a
sexual assault complaint.
Kim Madonia, an RA in
Taylor Hall, said in addition to
the training programs, RAs also
are given a manual with instruc-
tions on what to do in certain sit-
uations.
“We have an RA manual that
gives phone numbers and things
to do and look for,” she said.
Madonia said RAs are not
counselors, but they are given the
training they need to find a coun-
selor for a resident to talk to.
“We’re not counselors, but
they train us to help out to a cer-
tain extent,” she said.
She said she would feel “100
percent” comfortable helping a
resident who came to her with a
sexual assault complaint.
RAs also are taught what to do
when suspicious people are spot-
ted on their floors.
Madonia said she makes it
very clear to her residents what
they should do when they spot a
suspicious person.
Madonia said unescorted
males are a pet peeve of hers and
last year she and her residents
designed a program to keep
unescorted males off her floor.
The program, called Code Red,
has been “extremely successful”
and has helped keep unescorted
males off her floor, she said.
“If a guy is unescorted, at that
point someone will yell ‘code red’
and people will open their door
and find out where he is, where he
is going and what he is doing,”
Madonia said.
She said the object of the pro-
gram is to corner unescorted
males and get them off the floor if
they have no reason to be there.
Brian Shamhart, an RA in
Taylor, said it is sometimes diffi-
cult to identify a suspicious per-
son in Taylor because of 24-hour
visitation.
He said if he notices a suspi-
cious person, he is able to decide
if it is a situation he can handle
himself or a situation where the
University Police may need to be
called.
“I feel we are pretty well-
trained to handle any situation,”
Shamhart said.
In addition to training about
sexual assault, all RAs also are
trained in what to do in case of an
emergency, such as tornadoes and
earthquakes, Wilczynski said.
With this ad and
your student IDsave
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Beads, Jewelry, and Artwork,
We now carry Art Supplies!
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-5
Artspace
714 Monroe
348-1810
Back To School Special
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10 for $30
1625 B 18th St. • 348-8123
Call for other great specials!
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Super Bed!
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Mandy Marshall / Photo editor
Nicole Milici, a freshman accounting major, uses her key to get on to her floor
of Pemberton Hall Thursday afternoon. Milici feels secure, but admits that using
a key is annoying sometimes.
Trainng prepares RAs for emergenciesAt a Glance
Labor Day hours
– Booth Library: closed Sunday
and Monday
– Taylor Hall computer lab: 6
p.m. to midnight
– Student Recreation Center:
5:30 a.m. to midnight
– Dining Services: no meals
served Monday
The Daily Eastern News will not
be published Monday.
Earthquake
shakes northern
part of Illinois
DIXON (AP) — A minor earth-
quake rippled through northern
Illinois near Dixon on Thursday
and faded quietly into the sur-
rounding farm land, prompting
some residents to blame the unusu-
al disturbance on passing trucks or
other more typical hazards. 
Authorities said there were no
immediate reports of damage or
injuries from the quake, which
occurred at 11:17 a.m. CDT and
had a preliminary magnitude of
3.5, according to the U.S.
Geological Survey. The epicenter
was 10 miles south-southeast of
Dixon, about 90 miles west of
Chicago. 
“A few people called from
places like Morrison. They proba-
bly felt a vibration or something —
thought they’d had an explosion,”
said Bill VanBuren, a phone opera-
tor at the Whiteside County
Sheriff’s Department. “But mostly
it was small stuff. Pictures fell off
the wall and what not.”
Authorities said the earthquake
was also felt in Sterling, Rockford
and Rock Falls. 
The response in Dixon was typ-
ical — whether people felt the
quake seemed to depend on where
they were standing at the time. 
“We sure felt it. It sure shook
the building,” said Shirley Speer,
executive secretary at the Dixon
Area Chamber of Commerce and
Industry. 
She first blamed the vibration
on two heavy trucks passing over
the neighboring Rock River bridge
and then on the nearby cement
plant. Only later did she hear about
the quake. 
One volunteer at the nearby
Ronald Reagan Boyhood Home in
Dixon, said there was “not a bit” of
damage to the historic site. “I did-
n’t even feel it,” she said. 
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Krush 9 p.m. Fri. Sep. 3 Gunner Buc’s (Mattoon) $1 235-0123
Jam Band 10 p.m. Fri. Sep. 3 The Uptowner $2 345-4622
Heatersons 8 p.m. Fri. Sep. 3 Mike and Molly’s (Champaign) $2-3 355-1236
Roy Marcelin and Sultans R&B 9 p.m. Sat.. Sep. 4 Blues Creation (Champaign) unknown 344-9072
Mighty Blue Kings 8 p.m. Sat. Sep. 4 Mabel’s (Champaign) unknown 328-5701
Great Cover Up 9:30 p.m. Sun. Sep. 5 High Dive (Champaign) $5 356-2337
Soul MIne 9 p.m. Fri. Sep. 3 The Warehouse $2 345-9732
DJ Harsh 9:30 p.m. Fri. Sep. 3 Top of the Roc free 348-8018
Ark 10 p.m. Fri. Sep. 3 High Dive (Champaign) $5 356-2337
Phaze II 9 p.m. Fri. Sep. 3 Blues Creation (Champaign) unknown 344-9072
Joy Drop 10 p.m. Sat.. Sep. 4 The Canopy Club (Champaign) $6 367-3140
Great Cover Up 9:30 p.m. Sat. Sep. 4 High Dive (Champaign) $5 356-2337
OPEN MIC NIGHT 10 p.m. Wed. Sep. 8 Friends and Co. free 345-2380
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The idea behind “The Blair Witch Project”
(rated R for vulgarity) is one of the more
original ones to come through Hollywood in
recent years. Three college filmmakers go
into the woods of Burkittsville, Maryland, to
investigate a local folk tale about a witch and
never come back. Later, their documentary
footage is found, and it is that footage that
comprises the entire movie. Admittedly, this
is a great idea.
The success of “The Blair Witch Project”
pretty much hinges on two things. First, it has
to scare you. Second, it has to make you care
about the three young filmmakers whose
lives are in jeopardy.The film did neither for
me.
We first meet the leader of the group,
Heather Donahue (all the actors portray
themselves), a stubborn, motivated young
woman who has a clear enthusiasm for the
film she is making. She hooks up with Joshua
Leonard, a friend, and Michael Williams, the
guy providing the video equipment.The film
is presented alternately through Heather’s
camcorder and Michael’s grainy, black-and-
white Super 8 camera.
It takes a while to get used to this faux
documentary style, but eventually “Blair
Witch” draws you in and makes you believe
that you are actually watching a non-fictional
piece of cinema verité.
The best bits of the film all come in the
beginning as we get to know our three pro-
tagonists and as they interview people from
Burkittsville about the Blair Witch. One par-
ticularly amusing scene has two fishermen
bickering over their
conflicting versions of
the legend.
This is all a set-up
for the inevitable
moments when the
filmmakers get lost in
the woods, begin to
turn on each other, and
see signs that the Blair
Witch may actually be
stalking them. To
explore the plot any
further would give away
too much.
Eduardo Sanchez
and Daniel Myrick, the
men who wrote, direct-
ed, and edited the pic-
ture, have given us the
basis for what should
have been one of the
most effective fright
films ever made. Unfortunately, the movie
spends way too much time on showing us
various arguments that the three filmmakers
have with each other and asks us to accept
two very shaky plot devices.
Obviously, any footage that we see on
screen must have been filmed by one of the
three filmmakers. What this means is that
one of them has a camera rolling even
through their most harrowing of experiences
in the woods.The script tries to explain this
by giving Heather various speeches about
how “the work” is all she has left, and how
she clings to the camera; I just cannot accept
that anyone would keep filming a documen-
tary even while they are being chased
through the woods or exploring an aban-
doned house where one of their team may
have been murdered.
There is also a plot twist that involves
Michael kicking the map of the woods into
the river out of frustration, something no
rational person would ever do. Even worse is
the fact that he takes a day or two to own up
to the fact that he did it, leaving us a ten
minute period in the film that is basically
nothing but Heather complaining about the
lost map and assigning blame for it.
When the film does get down to business
and tries to frighten us, it just doesn’t work.
The fear factor is based on a lot of noises in
the night, noises that the audience can barely
hear since the movie was shot on a cam-
corder and not recorded in thundering, digi-
tal sound.The scares also depend on us car-
ing for the filmmakers, which we simply do
not because they are portrayed as a bunch of
vulgar, argumentative snobs.
To the film’s credit, it succeeds in keeping
us interested because we can’t wait to get a
glimpse of the Blair Witch herself (which we
don’t), nor can we wait to see just why the
three people never made it out of the
woods.
The movie also makes an acting discovery
in Heather Donahue.Though her character is
endlessly annoying, Donahue is completely
convincing in her role and never seems to be
acting. Her infamous, teary-eyed confessional
scene contains some of the best acting you
can see at the movies this year.
This movie has become a cultural phe-
nomenon of sorts, a fact that is especially
staggering considering that it was released in
the summer of “The Phantom Menace.”
“Blair Witch” will do a lot for fledgling film-
makers and for its distributor, Artisan
Entertainment. When a movie like this
becomes commercially successful, it opens
up the market to new ideas and new talent.
But artistically, “The Blair Witch Project”
ultimately fails. While it is a unique, daring
piece of filmmaking, I don’t believe it really
delivers what it promised (nor what the
months of advance hype promised). I came in
expecting scares on the level of “Poltergeist”
or “The Exorcist,” and what I got was 87 min-
utes of screaming and arguing.
“The Blair Witch Project”
Artisan Entertainment
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‘Blair Witch Project’ has all talk and no terror
by sean stangland
Staff writer
photo courtesy of http://www.apple.com
Josh! look out behind you!
was scary. She also had a mean friend attempting to
scare her periodically that didn’t help.
Lupo gained interest in the movie while promoting it at
a movie theater she worked for over the summer and also
from hearing people talk about how scary the movie was
without all the blood and guts.
Whitlock said she heard about the movie through word-
of-mouth, some of which said the movie was real.
Sherri Abufakuseh, a freshman undecided major, said
laughing,“My friends thought it was real.”
“I went to see the movie because the commercials said
it was the scariest movie of the year,” she added.“I laughed
through most of it.” 
Abufakuseh said the movie wasn’t scary except for the
ending.“I was disappointed. It was only an hour and 15 min-
utes and it didn’t scare you,” she said. Blair Hall has a big-
ger effect, she sarcastically noted.
Lupo said she did get scared at the movie,but overall she
was disappointed.“The ending really sucked,” she added.
Lupo said she felt like there was more to tell in the
movie and that it leaves the audience hanging, such as how
the footage was found. She also said the best part of the
ending was the house, which she thought was really
spooky.
Abufakuseh disagrees: “I’ve seen scarier houses in the
ghetto.”
Whitlock said the movie was scary because the film-
makers would walk around and never show anything and
leave everything to the imagination.
The movie is shot with a shaky hand-held camera that
shoots their experiences firsthand in a documentary set-
ting. So when a scary scene happens, the filmmakers take off
running into the dark woods, screaming and shaking the
camera.
“(The shaking camera) freaked the crap out of me,”
Whitlock said.“It was really neat, so realistic.”
Complaints have been made about the constant shaking
of the camera because it has caused people to get sick.Lupo
said the theater she worked at had to give warnings for
people prone to motion sickness.
She said she didn’t get sick but her sister did from watch-
ing the movie in the front row.
Abufakuseh said,“We got headaches from the back row.”
Overall Lupo said the movie wasn’t spectacular.
“Anybody can bring a movie camera and swear a bunch.”
Whether people dislike “The Blair Witch Project”
because it makes them sick,or love it because it really fright-
ens them, the movie made a large impact this summer.
People, mainly teenagers, flocked to the theater to check
out the hype, which was brilliantly marketed and mysteri-
ously talked about.
Tim Carroll, a junior management major, said, “I’m not
seeing (the movie) because it’s too hyped.” Carroll said he
is waiting for the video release because he won’t have to lis-
ten to all of the people’s opinions on the movie.
“One group of friends loved the movie and another
group thought it was ridiculous.They said don’t waste your
money,” he said.
Carroll’s friends have mimicked many moviegoers this
summer.Some people love the movie, some people hate the
movie, yet everybody wants to talk about the movie. It
should be called “The Blair Hype Project.”
BLAIR FROM PAGE 1B
Senate member pledges
work on Internet access
I am writing in response to Vince
Samford’s letter concerning Internet
accessibility (or should I say inaccessi-
bility). I am not going to claim that I
have read all of the available informa-
tion concerning this problem or the pro-
jected solutions at EIU. 
What I can say is this: I have worked
for a rural (Internet service provider) in
Illinois for three years. We always make
sure there is enough equipment to han-
dle the number of customers. That is the
purpose of an ISP. Customers pay to
have Internet access. They do not pay
for frustration and drop-offs. We, on
occasion, give refunds to customers
who are unable to connect due to our
equipment. Obviously we will not be
receiving refunds for poor service here
at EIU. In my opinion, however, we
should be treated as paying customers,
as that is what we are. We have research
to do, jobs to look for and class infor-
mation to access. Universities should be
the prime examples of accessibility and
connectivity in this age.
As a newly elected Student Senate
member, this will be my main focus.
Lines can only be part of the problem.
There must also be enough equipment
(modems, T-1’s). If the goal of the uni-
versity is to add lines, how will that
help? A line is only a path to a busy sig-
nal when the equipment on the other
end is incapable of handling our num-
ber of dial-ins. I am sure the university
has much information on its plans and
on the current state of the Internet situa-
tion. I promise the student body that I
will work toward more accessibility for
us, not the next wave of students. The
current system is a waste of our time
and money. Maybe there will always be
busy signals, but we should not have to
wait 30-45 minutes to get on. Our hours
of sleep are few enough already.
Katie M. Cox
sophomore political science major
Today’s quote
Opinion
page
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Although Eastern’s campus is thesafest among public universities inIllinois, it is not a guarantee of safety.Unless students take the necessary
precautions to remain safe on campus, Eastern
may lose its reputation as a safe place to live.
Students must be able to protect themselves
in dangerous situations. Campus safety basically
comes down to being smart. Police advise stu-
dents not to walk alone at night, not to allow
strangers on your residence hall floors and to
always be aware of your surroundings.
Following safety tips such as these can help
ensure Eastern students always will be safe.
People need to take
responsibility in their
own hands and act as
responsible and mature
adults.
Fortunately, the
recent rumor about a sexual assault at Carman
Hall was just that — a rumor. Unfortunately,
though, a scenario such as this is not impossible
to imagine on a college campus of this size.
On any college campus, drinking makes stu-
dents more vulnerable to having their privacy
violated and students need to make sure they
take extra precautions when drinking. When
drinking, students need to make sure they are
able to stay in control of themselves. Always
make sure you have a safe way home, stay with
your friends and keep an eye out on yours and
your friends’ drinks.
Following tips such as these can help keep
yourself and your friends safe. It also will help
everyone feel safer on campus knowing people
know how to take care of themselves, and it is
less likely a sexual assault, assault or violent
crime will occur at Eastern.
Being smart and responsible will help prevent
crime on campus and make Eastern a safer
place to get an education Each new class of stu-
dents attending Eastern needs to accept this
responsibility like those who have before them
to keep our campus a safe place for many years
to come.
Take safety
in your hands
S e n d  l e t t e r s  t o  t h e  e d i t o r  v i a  e - m a i l  t o  c u d m p 2 @ p e n . e i u . e d u
“
”
They that can give up essential liberty to obtain a
little temporary safety deserves neither liberty
not safety.
Benjamin Franklin,
American statesman, scientist and philosopher, 1706-1790
Campus safety
Safety is everyone’s responsi-
bility, and people need to make
mature decisions in order to
keep Eastern a safe place.
n The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.
They met in an Arizonaairplane factory duringWorld War II. 
It was one of many fascinat-
ing stories I had the chance to
hear my great-aunt Jean and
uncle Chester tell over the sum-
mer when I stayed in their
Moline home during my intern-
ship. 
What I was able to realize
was, while I had always known
my Aunt Jean and Uncle Chester
(they occasionally visited in Peoria on the weekends) I really
didn’t know them.  Both in their late 70s, they had each led
the kind of lives one might expect to read in an Ernest
Hemingway novel. 
First there was Aunt Jean, a petite woman who throughout
her life had held just about every type of job imaginable from
working in a bomb factory to working a candy factory.  Many
times Aunt Jean would talk about her short career modifying
war planes in her early 20s as if it had been an after-school
job. She recalled how she was often asked to help make
adjustments to the planes’ engines because her hands were so
small. Her  tiny size also earned her the task of cleaning the
inside of fuel tanks on the planes. Cleaning airplane fuel
tanks? I thought waitressing was tough. 
I accompanied  my aunt and uncle to an air show in
Davenport, Iowa ,where the two went straight to the war
planes. For nearly an hour they stared at the massive
machines with a look of pride on their faces as they remem-
bered a lost era of  good times and bad.  
But Aunt Jean knew about more than war planes and
bombs. As I got to know her better, she talked about her
favorite memories from her 55-year marriage.  She laughed
when telling me the best Christmas she ever shared with
Uncle Chester was when they only had enough money to get
each of their three children one gift a piece  and were forced
to serve meatloaf for dinner.  Often these conversations would
take place over a sink full of dishes. The time went fast
though with Aunt Jean’s stories. I
think my one of my favorites was
about Pedro, the pet squirrel
she’d kept as a child. 
Today Aunt Jean is able to
commit most of her spare time to
something she has been doing for
years — writing letters.  It
amazed me how she links our
family together with pen and
paper.  Her letters are often sev-
eral pages, written in the same
chatty way she tells her stories. 
Then there was Uncle Chester — the complete opposite of
Aunt Jean —  a burly man who knows the Arizona desert
inside and out. Not long after staying with him and Aunt
Jean, I was receiving more than my share of tales. His role at
the airplane factory involved checking the guns in the turrets.
Checking the guns required climbing inside the turrets while
the planes were in the air — never a favorite task, he said.  
I admit sometimes a few of Uncle Chester’s tales appeared
a little tall, particularly the one about the Chihuahua that was
swallowed by a rattle snake in Phoenix.  All the same, I
enjoyed the stories and found them to be as entertaining and
amusing as anything I could see on television. My aunt and
uncle come from a time period when families talked and
shared their stories with each other rather than retreating to
separate rooms to veg out in front of the television.  
This summer I really learned the importance getting to
know family. I never would have suspected my great aunt and
uncle to have done any of those things before.  I left Moline
knowing  a great deal more than I’d bargained for when I
arrived to start my internship. While many people have rela-
tives in their extended family who are weird, there are always
those relatives who are memorable and have more to offer
than an occasional birthday card or visit.
Family stories more than memories
“I left Moline
knowing a great
deal more than I’d
bargained for
when I arrived to
start my 
internship.”
Geneva White
Campus editor
Your turn
Letters to the editor
n Geneva White is a senior journalism major and a weekly
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail address is
cuglw1@pen.eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author.
The Daily Eastern News accepts
letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues.
They should be less than 250 words
and include the author’s name, tele-
phone number and address. Students
should indicate their year in school
and major. 
Letter policy
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The executioner at the end
of “Braveheart” is wearing red,
rubber-soled shoes, and in one
of the battle scenes of the same
movie a white van is seen driv-
ing through the middle ages
Scottish background.
How did this humble
reporter get such earth-shatter-
ing information? At the Big List
of Movie Mistakes web site at
www.movie-mistakes.com.
This web site has one of the
largest and most complete col-
lections of movie mistakes
amassed on the internet with
everything from “Apocalypse
Now”  to “The Little Mermaid”
listed in its hall of shame.
All of the content of Movie
Mistakes is surfer-donated, and
the web master, Jon Sandys,
sorts through all of the mes-
sages and updates the site with
regularity.
Sandys, who is only 20
according to his “About Me”
page, lives in the UK and start-
ed his page in 1996. Since its
origin the page has gotten all
professional-like with ads and a
regular registered domain
name. 
The ads are not obtrusive or
obnoxious and the page is one
of the easiest large-list pages to
navigate that I’ve seen. Using
frames, the page features a
menu bar on the left side of the
browser with listings of movies
alphabetically by specific film.
Most of the mistakes are
more of the “huh, that’s weird”
variety, but occasionally you will
run into the “mistakes” people
find in “Austin Powers: The Spy
who Shagged Me,” like, “There’s
no way Scott could be Dr. Evil
and Frau’s son because he’d
be, like, 30!” And to that I
respond, “No duh, like, get over
it.” 
One problem with the Movie
Mistakes page is you could end
up spending hours  just brows-
ing around. There’s something
very attractive about finding fal-
libility in the perfect god that is
Hollywood. And knowing some
more useless information about
movies is a good conversation
piece since everyone has
already heard about the ghost in
“Three Men and a Baby.”
Some of the mistakes
listed are just plain funny when
you imagine the guy acting like
he just found a cure for cancer
when he realizes Max@Job 3:14
(from “Mission: Impossible”) is
an illegal e-mail address. 
But it is fun to send in mis-
takes if you happen to know of
any, as I did for the Mel Gibson
movie “Payback.” (I know, I
know. I’m a dork.) 
One of the best parts about
browsing around at Movie
Mistakes is then trying to spot
the mistake next time you
watch a movie. If you’re really
perceptive you could catch
something like this oversight by
Disney on “The Little Mermaid”
sent in by a truly obsessed
movie mistake spotter:
“At the ending, King Triton
seems powerless against the
contract that Ariel signed.
However, Ariel just turned 16,
and is still a minor. Since legal
contracts with minors require
parental consent, the contract
was null and void. It seems odd
the the wise king and champion
of the law overlooked that
legality.”
Use www.movie-mistakes.com,
people. But use it wisely.
find movie fallacies at www.moviemistakes.com
by  christy kilgore
Associate Verge editor In the apartment that Allister
drummer and vocalist Tim
Rogner shares with his friends, a
Green Day poster hangs above
the entertainment center.
“One of the first punk records
I ever bought was ‘Kerplunk,’
Green Day’s ‘Kerplunk.’ Then I
heard that, then I heard ‘Dookie,’
and I was hooked,” Rogner said.
“It’s the kind of style that’s been
my preference over the past six
years.”
That nod of approval from
Allister to the pop/punk super-
group – as well as other bands,
like The Queers and old Blink
182 – pops up in the group’s stab-
bing guitar work, pumping drum-
work and fast-picked bass lines, as
showcased in the group’s first CD,
“Dead Ends and Girlfriends.”
“We have a lot of influences.
We have stuff that ranges from
old school Blink 182 to The
Queers and a touch of Emo,”
Rogner said. “I just like stuff that
the majority of people will listen
to – melodic stuff. I like writing
songs with a hook, something
that gets stuck in your head after
you hear it two or three times.”
The rainbow-colored CDs
with cartoon-covered cases now
line the CD racks of more than
175 satisfied customers, Rogner
said. The group sold about 100
CDs on the road during last
year’s tour, where it played with
Interscope group The Hippos and
other bands on its own label,
Drive Thru Records.
“We toured by ourselves,
mostly, but we played some
shows with The Hippos, who are
on Interscope, and some other
bands on Drive Thru,” Rogner
said.
The group chewed through five
14-hour days to make the album,
with another two days to mix it –
a task completed by the
formidably talented Rich Mauser.
“Rich Mauser, he’s a guy that
the record company knows,”
Rogner said. “Actually, we didn’t
work with him, they hired him to
do the mix because he does really
big bands. He did Phoenix TX and
Blink 182.
“We worked with the produc-
er from a band called Cousin
Oliver, and they are just amazing.
The singer from that band pro-
duced our CD, and it was a blast,
it was really cool. And he knows
his way around the studio, and he
knew what sound we were look-
ing for.”
With 14 1/2 tracks, the CD
clocks in at 29 minutes, 37 sec-
onds. The tracks speed through
crunching guitar riffs and harmo-
nious hooks with an average of
about 2 minutes per tune. The
exception, a rant called “Love
Song,” clocks in at about 20 sec-
onds and cheerfully extends a
flipped-up middle finger to saccha-
rine ex-loves.
Another tune for the love-lost
is No. 11, “Chasing Amy,” which
demands sympathy for the singer’s
forlorn attitude: “I wanna see this
girl fall in love with me / and put a
song about her on our new LP / I
wanna hold her tight and keep
her warm at night / and tell her
that she’s the one for me.”
Awwww.
A remake of “Fraggle Rawk”
(which comes complete with clap-
ping hands), the slightly a cappella
“Jacob” and the punkishly
lovelorn “Jimmy’s Dreamgirl” also
shine on the album, along with a
tune many Eastern students
should relate to, “Friday Night.”
The lyrics read: “I stopped to get
something to drink / Now my
head’s between my feet.”
Allister’s secret lies in its diver-
sity. The songs cover a range of
subjects from love to just getting
smashed on a collegiate whim. All
four members sing on individual
tracks, including a compilation of
snickers and laughs on “Fraggle
Rawk.”
But the skill and experience
band members John, Scot, Eric
and Tim bring to the studio and
stage eclipse the average college
band out to make a few bucks so
it can buy toilet paper and anoth-
er case of Guinness. The album is
dedicated to the memories of Phil
Bonnet and Beth Miller, and it’s a
fitting tribute.
“Dead Ends and Girlfriends”
Allister
Drive Thru Records
HHHH
The boys from Allister,????,
line up to be identified and
catalogued.
Photo courtesy of Allister
by jaime hodge
Staff writer
Allister’s diverse background helped
to produce outstanding new effort
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The
nominees for weirdest story
line of the fall film season are:
“Mystery, Alaska,” “Bicentennial
Man,” “Being John Malkovich”
and “Galaxy Quest.”
And the winner is :  “Being
John Malkovich,” a cinematic
voyage into the brain of the
actor.
The choice is a no-brainer.
“Being John Malkovich,” due in
theaters this October, has one
of the most absurdly delightful
premises of anything that’s hit
theaters since “Attack of the
Killer Tomatoes.”
The scoop: John Cusack plays
pauper puppeteer Craig
Schwartz, a skillful street per-
former who’s not hearing any
coins clink in his cup. He’s in a
t ired marriage with Lotte
(Cameron Diaz),  a pet shop
clerk with more of an eye for
her animals than her husband.
In desperate straits, Craig
takes a job as a filing clerk in a
Manhattan office, becomes smit-
ten with indifferent co-worker
Maxine (Catherine Keener) and
bumbles onto a portal behind
one of his filing cabinets.
Behind the strange l i t t le
door, he finds a gateway straight
into the mind of Malkovich, who
plays himself in the movie.
Craig discovers that he can
take control of the actor, and
true to his talent with puppets,
tries to use Malkovich to his
own advantage.
Co-starring Orson Bean and
Mary Kay Place, “Being John
Malkovich” is the first feature
fi lm by music-video director
Spike Jonze.
The runners-up offer worthy
doses of weirdness:
• “Mystery, Alaska”: On a
publicity trip, the New York
Rangers journey to a tiny, hock-
ey-devoted Alaska town to face
off against the local team of
oddballs. Directed by Jay Roach
(the “Austin Powers” movies)
and produced by David E. Kelley
(“Al ly McBeal” and “The
Practice”), “Mystery” features
Russell Crowe, Hank Azaria,
Lol i ta Davidovich and Colm
Meaney.
• “Bicentennial Man”: One of
Isaac Asimov’s many robot sto-
ries comes to the screen as
Robin Williams plays an android
committed to 200 years of
drudge work for generations of
the same family, adopting more
and more human traits along
the way. The Pinnochio-esque
story is  d irected by Chris
Columbus and co-stars Sam
Nei l l ,  Embeth Davidtz and
Oliver Platt.
• “Galaxy Quest”: Trekkies
beware. This film may be haz-
ardous to your obsession. Tim
Allen, Sigourney Weaver, Alan
Rickman and Tony Shalhoub are
crew members of the cheesy
1970s sc i- f i  ser ies “Galaxy
Quest.” Off the air for 20 years,
they’re still wearing their goofy
costumes and makeup when a
band of aliens mistakes them for
true stellar voyagers and nabs
them to help fight in their real
star wars.
Odd film tours Malkovich’s mind, up close and personal
Open Labor Day Weekend!
Pitchers
Bottles
$4.00
$1.75
4 o’ clock: 99¢ Burger 
- Vienna Dog w/Fries
Sat. Hrs. - 8pm - 1am
Terry’s Clip & Chip
Barber and Golf shop
4 1 3  7 t h  s t .
C h a r l e s t o n
3 4 5 - 6 3 2 5
Sell your junk in the
Classifieds...it’s gotta be
worth somethin’ to
someone!
Place an ad in the Daily Eastern
News today and have some
moola for the weekend.
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By Matt Neistein
City editor
Gunshots rang out across campus
Thursday, and men and women in cam-
ouflage could be seen operating military
vehicles, including a helicopter for
Eastern’s ROTC Day.
Eastern’s Reserve Officers’ Training
Corps, in conjunction with local National
Guard units, staged a hands-on ROTC
Day for students, faculty and Charleston
residents on the Tarble Arts Tundra fea-
turing HUMVEEs, rifles, artillery and
wall rappelling.
Maj. Alan Jans, an officer in the
ROTC program, said the opportunity to
show the campus a little bit about the
Army, the National Guard and ROTC
was a valuable one.
“We’ve (recruited) about five people,”
he said. Currently, 79 students are
involved in the program.
The 18-year veteran said the day was
a chance for people to learn about the
military and clear up any misconceptions
they may have regarding its members and
activities. It also was good for ROTC
members to show their friends what it is
they do when they leave for the weekend
on a field exercise.
Mindy Slusher, a junior who’s been in
ROTC since her freshman year, said she
likes “going out to the field the most.”
Jason Zedrick, a junior and former
football player joined ROTC last semes-
ter and attended a five-week basic train-
ing camp in the summer at Fort Knox,
Ky.
“It gives you a little taste,” he said.
“The drill sergeants yell at you a lot.”
Sarah Shipley, a junior who is enlisted
in the National Guard and also is
involved in ROTC, said she’s wanted to
be in ROTC since high school.
“I planned on enlisting right after
graduation,” she said after reloading ten-
round magazines for a rifle. She ended up
in the National Guard instead while she
attends Eastern.
Shipley makes about $600 a month
serving duty in both ROTC and the
National Guard, Jans said.
Weapons were provided by a National
Guard unit out of Effingham, and units
from Lawrenceville, Springfield and
Sullivan all contributed vehicles such as
five-ton trucks and HUMVEEs. An
artillery battery even brought out a how-
itzer.
Members of Mattoon’s JROTC pro-
gram, which is made up of high school
students, stopped by as well, Jans said.
For many, though, the centerpiece of
the day was the Blackhawk UH-60 heli-
copter from an aviation unit in Decatur.
“The flight takes about 15 minutes,”
said Capt. Randy Sikowski, a member of
the helicopter’s crew. There are seats for 13
passengers plus crew in the helicopter,
which can fly as fast as 180 miles per hour.
The crew flew the helicopter over
campus several times during the day, but
could not provide rides to eager visitors.
“There’s just too much liability,”
Sikowski said.
That did not deter interest in the heli-
copter, however.
“I saw that helicopter and came over,”
said Calvin Jones, a senior.
Adam Klemens, a junior zoology
major, had a big smile on his face after he
fired the M60, a heavy machine gun, and
the M-16, the standard rifle for the U. S.
military.
“I like the bigger one better,” he said.
“I like the noise.”
Jim Miller, an ROTC member and his-
tory major, stood by the rappelling sta-
tion, and said he was happy to be
involved with the program.
“I love being in ROTC,” he said. “I
always have fun.”
By Melanie Schneider 
Administration editor
The Council on Academic
Affairs Thursday reviewed a draft
of a mission statement for general
education and discussed changes
in the general education program.
The mission draft of the gener-
al education program has three
main components — “to enhance
student literacy, to encourage stu-
dents to think critically and reflec-
tively and to introduce students to
knowledge central to responsible
global citizenship.”
General education subcom-
mittee members Mary Anne
Hanner, Doug Bock, Ron
Wohlstein and Justin Brinkmeyer
were appointed during the spring
semester to begin drafting revi-
sions for the framework for gen-
eral education.
The task of the subcommittee
was to develop a draft to provide a
framework for CAA’s delibera-
tions concerning general educa-
tion, Hanner said.
“We have done that and believe
that the revised general education
program will have a clear relation-
ship with the general education
mission, will be easier to assess,
will reflect more traditional cate-
gories and will ease transferability
concerns,” Hanner said.
Before the draft of the mission
statement is distributed cam-
puswide, the subcommittee will
review the document with the
deans Sept. 7.  
“After we have had an opportu-
nity to respond to their sugges-
tions, we will return to CAA with
the draft copy,” Hanner said. 
“We would like to suggest that
we provide you with the draft on
Sept. 16.”
CAA has been considering
changes in the current general
education program for the past
three years.
“These considerations evolved
from a number of internal and
external concerns, including inad-
equate implementation of the
1992 integrated core, class size,
writing component, availability of
upper division courses, lack of
understanding of the goals and
traits by faculty and students, dif-
ficulty assessing the goals and
traits and dissonance with transfer
students,” Hanner said.
In other business, Herbert
Lasky, director of the honors pro-
gram, gave his annual honors pro-
gram update at the meeting, which
he presented earlier this week to
the Faculty Senate.
“I thought it would be a good
idea to report the status of the hon-
ors program to both Faculty
Senate and CAA in the beginning
of the year,” Lasky said.
CAA also welcomed a new stu-
dent member, Mark Davenport,
who was approved by the Student
Senate Wednesday night.
Nominations open for ‘99
faculty awards
The 1999 Achievement and
Contribution Awards Committee is cur-
rently accepting applications from faculty
members.
Applicants for the award must write a
letter about themselves outlining their
achievements, success and efforts made in
their profession as well as contributions to
Eastern. Letters of recommendation also
will be accepted.
Winners of the award will receive a
maximum prize of $50. There will be a
maximum of 50 winners for the award,
said Chris Waldrep, chair of the 1999
Achievement and Contribution Award
Committee and a history professor.
He said the money will be split
between the winners depending on how
many there are.
“If 50 people win, then they will
receive a $1 award. The fewer amount of
winners will result in a greater award,” he
said.
The Achievement and Contribution
Award has been offered for a number of
years. However, it used to be called the
Faculty Excellence Award, and was
changed to Achievement and Contribution
Award in 1990, Waldrep said.  
Applications should be sent to Waldrep
in the history department no later than 5
p.m. Sept.15. 
Winners will be chosen by the eight-
member committee.
– By Katie Noskowiak, Staff writer
Weller to host 
all-campus cookout 
Weller Hall Monday will host an all-
campus cookout for students as an alterna-
tive to dining services, which will not be
serving meals.
The event will begin at 6 p.m. in the
Weller Hall lobby and courtyard. 
The resident assistants at Weller Hall
are sponsoring the event. All Eastern stu-
dents, both on- and off-campus, are invited
to attend. 
Admission to the cookout will be $2 for
all you can eat hamburgers, hot dogs and
drinks.  The band Baked Alaska also will
be playing.
Any questions regarding the event
should be addressed to Peter Smith, asso-
ciate resident director at Weller Hall, at
581-3796.
– By Shauna Gustafson, Staff writer
inbrief
campusGunshots all part of ROTC Day
Above: Tom Warner, a freshman physical
education major, holds the rappel rope for a
fellow ROTC member Thursday afternoon
outside of Klehm Hall. This wall rappelling
was part of the hands-on day sponsored by
Eastern’s ROTC.
Mandy Marshall / Photo editor
At right: Woods Miller, a senior music edu-
cation major, fires a weapon for the first time
while Cadet Brock Zimmerman, a senior psy-
chology major, assist him Thursday afternoon
at the Tarble Arts Tundra.
Krista Heth / Staff photographer
CAA reviews general education mission statement
Do your doodles take up all the space in your notebooks?
Doodle for the Daily Eastern News ... we’ll supply the paper.
Call Meghan @ 581-2812
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Tommy Boy
In the summer heat, the threat of
sweat and exhaustion can lead to the
temptation of long, air-conditioned
days of lying around in front of the tele-
vision. Nothing can be so enjoyable as
wasting these hot days by driving to
your local video store and renting a
movie to calm those enclosed hours.
One video store worth heading to
is Craig’s Video, 638 W. Lincoln Ave.. in
the Wal-Mart shopping center.
Vicki Huddleston, the owner of
Craig’s Video, is a long-time resident of
Charleston. She has been running
Craig’s Video for 20 years renting out
VHS tapes and now,Digital Video Discs
(DVDs).
Huddleston said she began the busi-
ness because of the expanding VHS
market 20 years ago.
Although DVDs and DVD players
have not become as mainstream as
VCRs, Craig’s Video has become the
first store in town to rent out DVDs.
Craig’s just started carrying DVDs
about three months ago and have such
popular titles as “Enemy of the State,”
“Patch Adams” and “Armageddon.” 
Huddleston said she plans on con-
tinuing to rent out Digital Video Discs
and plans to stay in business for a long
time.And part of that is from receiving
business from the student population.
Huddleston said she notices a large
difference in business when the sum-
mers come around.
Despite the large C&M Video
located in town, Huddleston said it
causes no problems with competi-
tion.
Craig’s Video,which is named after
Huddleston’s maiden name, plans on
renting videos, video games and
Digital Video Discs for Eastern stu-
dents for many years.
Craig’s Video plans to stay in Charleston for a long time
by justin clark
Staff writer
photo by Mandy Marshall/Photo editor
Vicki Huddleston sets up a rack of DVD’s at Craig’s Video, located
at 638 W. Lincoln Ave. in the Wal-Mart shopping center.
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Men’s soccer team ready to kick off season
File photo
The men’s soccer team looks to kick off the season today at Northern Illinois University. The men’s soccer team has nine
newcomers, but coach Tim McClements is confident the team is ready to compete. Today’s game will be the first between
the Panthers and Huskies since 1996.
By David Pump
Staff writer
Eastern’s men’s soccer team
opens its season this weekend with a
pair of important non-conference
battles.  
The Panthers open on the road at
Northern Illinois Friday and host
Western Michigan at 1 p.m. Sunday
at Lakeside Field.
“We need to stay positive,” sopho-
more forward Derrick Perry said.
“We have a young team and we are
going to take it one game at a time.”
Last season, the men’s soccer
team began the year with a chip on its
shoulder, as  it went the first 10
games without a loss.  
Gone from that team are five key
players, four of whom went on to
play professional soccer.  Eastern
ended the campaign in the second
round of the Missouri Valley
Conference playoffs, its best finish in
the MVC.
“Last year we had a lot more guys
returning in key spots,” senior
defender Tom Dillon said. “We have
five or six new guys and we need to
get used to playing with each other.”
With nine new faces on this sea-
son’s squad, Eastern may be in its
rebuilding stage, but Coach Tim
McClements said the team is ready to
win every game.
“We are going in with the attitude
to win the games this weekend,”
McClements said. “There are a lot of
new faces, and every game we play
in things will surely be coming
together.”
The Panthers will be playing the
Huskies (12-4-1 last season) for the
first time since 1996, when Northern
won 4-0.  
“We know their top players and I
don’t think there is any secret who
our top guys are,” McClements said.
“Our main concern is to play well
and if we do we won’t be worried
about Northern Illinois.”
McClements said he does have
expectations for the players this
weekend.
“The main thing we are looking
for is the players to raise themselves
to the next level, and that means a lot
of different things,” he said. “What
we want are guys that are out there
playing with desire.”
Emotion should not be a problem
for the Panthers this weekend follow-
ing a grueling preseason.
“I think (the new players) have
come in eager and they are all excit-
ed to be here,” Dillon said.
“It will be good to be playing in a
game, the preseason was long, espe-
cially for the freshmen because I
don’t think that they are used to prac-
ticing this long.”
When the Panthers take on
Western Michigan it won’t be as easy
as their 4-1 victory last season, as the
Broncos are returning key players.
“They are a totally different squad
from last year,” McClements said. 
“They are returning most of their
players last year and they are an
improved squad.”
By Gabe Rosen
Staff Writer
When sophomore midfielder
Devon Bissell takes her position
today at Lakeside Field, it will be
her first home game as a member of
the Panther soccer team.
Bissell transferred to Eastern
after spending last season playing at
South Alabama. After she visited
Eastern in February she had a good
feeling about the program.
“I just knew I was going to be
happy,” Bissell said. “It’s much bet-
ter here. The team is so much closer. 
“I just like the whole team aspect
here,” she said. “It’s a little bit clos-
er to home too.”
Home, however, still isn’t exact-
ly close for Bissell. The talented
midfielder hails from St.
Catherine’s, Canada, which is any-
thing but a short drive from
Charleston.
Bissell said Charleston is a bit
different than Canada in terms of
landscape and athletic competition.
“This is complete farmland com-
pared to where I’m from,” Bissell
said.
“Soccer in Canada is nothing like
it is here. It’s so much more
advanced here and they take it much
more seriously.”
Bissell said athletic scholarships
are not offered in Canada for soccer,
which often makes it tough on
Canadian athletes.
“It kind of limits Canadians in
any sport. They lose so many peo-
ple,” Bissell said.
One of the main factors in her
decision to transfer to Eastern was
the coaching staff.
“Just from talking to my old
coaches, I could tell that (Ballard)
had a lot of faith in me. I knew that
if he had that much faith in me that
it would be a good decision,” Bissell
said.
Ballard also has a great deal of
faith in his team as a whole this sea-
son. The influx of new players like
Bissell has the coach and players
alike excited about the future.
“Every practice and every game
he is telling us what a good team we
are and it gets me excited and it gets
the team excited,” Bissell said.
“She’s come in and she’s done
some great things,” Ballard said.
“She is a good player and an out-
standing addition to our team.”
Another reason Bissell decided
to make the move to Charleston was
the fact that she will be able to play
her favorite position, which is cen-
ter/midfielder. She was forced to
play a different position last year
and is happy to be returning to her
natural position this year.
“When I was recruited here it
was as a midfielder so that was def-
initely a plus,” Bissell said. “I’ve
played it all my life.”
Bissell will be in action today
when the Panthers take on the
Westerwinds of Western Illinois at 5
p.m.
Midfielder reflects on Canadian soccer, prepares for season
VS.
Panther tracks
0-0, 0-0 0-0, 0-0
What: Men’s soccer game, Eastern
vs. Northern Illinois
Where: Northern Illinois University
When: Today, 4 p.m.
Notes: The Panthers will be
playing the Huskies (12-4-1
last season) for the first time
since 1996, when Northern
won 4-0.  
Next up: Western Michigan at 1
p.m. Sunday at Lakeside Field
Men’s team opens at Northern today
VS.
In the net
1-1, 0-0 0-1, 0-0
What: Women’s soccer game,
Eastern vs.Western Illinois
Where: Lakeside Field
When: Today, 5 p.m.
Notes: Panthers return home after
splitting the first two games of the
season – winning at Tennessee
Tech and losing to Illinois.
Next up: At Eastern Michigan,
noon Sept. 5
` MOUNT PLEASANT, Mich.
–— Down 19-0 mid-way through
the second quarter, coach Bob Spoo
decided it was time to reach into his
bag of tricks.
On fourth down with four yards
to go and punting from their own 25
yard line, the Panthers tried a fake
punt.
Punter Bill Besenhofer dropped
back to pass and found linebacker
John Williams, who took the pass for
a 32-yard gain.
On the very next play, quarter-
back Anthony Buich was sacked for
a loss of seven yards. Typical of the
Panthers’ night, Jabarey McDavid
fumbled on the following play.
Luckily, Eastern’s Will Bumphus
was there to pick up the loose ball
and advance it for a 20-yard gain.
Eastern punted four plays later.
Tough night under center
In the first half alone, Buich was
sacked six times for losses totaling
32 yards. Buich was sacked at least
once in all but one of Eastern’s offen-
sive series. On the only
possession Central Michigan did not
get to Buich, they forced a fumble
out of McDavid.
Temper, temper
Central Michigan was penalized
six times in the first half, costing the
team 53 yards. Three of those penal-
ties were personal fouls that came at
inopportune times, leaving the door
open for Eastern.
The first came on offsetting
penalties that would have put the
Panthers in a second long situation.
Instead, Eastern was given another
chance on first down and took advan-
tage, converting a first down two
plays later.
The total penalty
yards against
CMU is astonish-
ing – 15 penalties
for 150 yards.
“You cannot
have 15 penalties
for 150 yards and
not have some problems,” CMU
head coach Dick Flynn said.
The lonesome kicker
Central Michigan did all they
could to allow the Panthers opportu-
nities to stay in the game.
Placekicker Paul Savich missed
his first two point after touchdown
attempts, bouncing both off of the
goal post in virtually the same spot.
Surprising, considering he did not
miss a PAT all last year.
Savich finally converted his first
PAT following CMU’s third score,
giving the Chippewas a 19-0 edge.
He missed his first field goal
attempt from 41 yards out in the third
quarter.
–compiled by Kyle Bauer and Chad
Merda
Spoo dips into his bag of tricks, but to no avail
GAM
E
NOTE
S
NEED CASH NOW???  Leading
charleston area business has
immediate openings on all shifts-
both full and par t t ime hours
availible.  Excellent customer ser-
vice/communication skil ls
required.  Must be availible to
work 25 to 40 hours per week.
Call today for your personal inter-
view: 348-5250 WESTAFF Eoe
m/f/h/v
________________________9/9
Accepting Applications from
mature individuals that are
dependable, exercise problem
solving skills and the ability to
work with special needs children.
Mattoon and Charleston work
sites availible for all shifts.  FT
and PT.  Flexible hours.  6.80-
8.30/hr.  Benefits include health,
dental, 401K , pd. vacation.  Pd.
internships availible.  Apply at
1550 Douglas Drive Chas. Suite
206 EOE.
________________________9/3 
$25 + PER HOUR
Direct sales reps needed NOW!
Market credit card appl.  Person -
to -Person
Commissions avg $250-500/wk.
1-800-651-2832
________________________9/3
Charleston Dairy Queen now hir-
ing for noon hours and nights.
20 State Street.
________________________9/3
Mattoon Academy of Gymnastics
and Dance needs gymnastic
instructors and dance instructor.
Teaching Exp. preferred.  Also
need receptionist with computer
skills.  Must be willing to work
with children.  235-1080 or 752-
6706.
________________________‘00’
FREE BABY BOOM BOX +
EARN $1200 Fundraiser for stu-
dent groups and organizations.
Earn up to $4 per MasterCard
app.  Call for info or 
visit our website.  Qualif ied
callers receive a FREE Baby
Boom Box.  1-800-932-0528 ext.
119 or ext. 125  www. ocmcon-
cepts. com
______________________11/15
$1500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars.  No experience
required.   Free information pack-
et.  Call (202) 452-5942
______________________12/13
Inser ters needed 1-3 am as
needed.  Apply at 1802 Buzzard
or call 581-2812.
________________________‘00’
Increased Star ting Salary
($6.20/hr.), Excellent Benefits,
Flexible Scheduling, Salary
Increases According to Level of
Education:  Work in small group
homes supporting persons with
developmental disabilities.  All
shifts available at various sites.
Apply at Alpha House, 1701 18th
St. Charleston.  345-4224.  EOE.
_______________________9/10
ATTENTION:  Starting $7.00/hr,
health, life, dental, 401K.  No
experience needed, paid training.
Rewarding and fulfilling job work-
ing with DD adults.  All hours, all
shifts available.  Will work around
you class schedule.  Apply at 738
18th St. Charleston EOE.
_______________________9/14
MODELS NEEDED.  Male or
female for painting class for Fall
1999 semester and weekend
drawing sessions.  To apply come
to the Art Office, Fine Arts 216.
________________________9/9
Pizza Maker wanted at Pagliai’s
Pizza.  Apply in person after 4pm.
1600 E. Lincoln, Chalreston.
________________________9/3
ATTENTION, ATTENTION,
CCAR Industries is looking for
staff to work, evening, nights &
weekend shift.  Ft and PT hours
available.  Flexible schedule, paid
training is provided.  Applications
can be obtained at 1530 Lincoln
Ave. Charleston, IL 61920.  E.O.E
______________________12/13
Exciting opportunity awaits for
individual to implement leader-
ship and management skills in a
children’s group home.
Organizational and time manage-
ment skil ls a must.  House
Supervisor position availible to
supervise  5-8 youth residing in
the community  and direct care
staff of the home.  Opportunity to
advance and begin a career in
the human services field.
Experience with DD population
preferred but will train.  Must be
25 yrs. of age and 2 yrs. college
experience.  Benefits include
health, dental, 401K, pd vacation.
7.30/hr Flexible hours. Pd. intern-
ship availible.  Apply at 1550
Douglas Suite 206 Chas. or send
resume P.O. 804 Chas. EOE.
________________________9/3
MANAGE A BUSINESS ON
YOUR CAMPUS!!  Vesity .com an
internet notetaking company is
looking for an entrepreneurial stu-
dent to run our business on your
campus.  Manage students, make
tons of money, excellent opportu-
nity!  Apply online at www.versi-
ty.com, contact Jobs@versity.com
or call (734) 483-1600 ext. 888.
______________________10/12
Brian’s Place Nightclub And
Spor ts Bar Needs Par t-Time
Waitress , Earn $5.15 HR And
Tips In A Fun Atmosphere!  Also
Need Doormen Part-Time Apply
In Person 21st And Broadway
Mattoon 234-4151.
________________________9/3
Council on Aging Homemaker
Program now taking applications
for in-home care providers for
older adults in Coles County.
Flexible day time hours only.
$5.95 hourly rate.  Experience or
CNA preferred.  Must have own
transportation.  Call homemaker
program 234-3311 or 348-5355.
________________________9/3
Par t-time front desk position.
Must be able to work T&R 3-11
shift.  2-4 shifts per week.  Apply
in person at Super 8 in Mattoon.
________________________9/8
RETAIL SALES PERSON WANT-
ED.  EXPERIENCED RETAIL
SALES PERSON NEEDED
FLEXIBLE F/T OT P/T.  APPLY IN
PERSON, MACK MOORE
SHOES.  305 W. LINCOLN.
CHARLESTON. 
________________________9/9
EIUnity needs 2,000 students,
faculty, staff, and community peo-
ple to RING FOR UNITY.
Thursday, September 9, 4:30p.m.
at the Campus Pond.  Ice cream,
raffles, music featuring “Daytimer”
Band, and a group picture.  Free
souvenir bell.
________________________9/9
VERY NICE STUDIO APART-
MENT 303 7TH.  FURNISHED,
WATER, TRASH PAID.  $275 /
MO.  SMALL PET ALLOWED
348-0927
________________________‘00’
McArthur Manor apartment, 2
bedroom furnished, no pets, no
parties. 345-2231.
________________________‘00’
3 bedroom apar tment at 62
Madison.  $500/month.  Call 345-
6621.
________________________‘00’
Sleeping room plus, includes use
of kitchen, laundry, local phone
calls, cable t.v., etc...
Call 348-6400
_________________________00
Dorm size refrigerators for rent, 3
sizes.  Phone 348-7746, 9-5.
________________________9/3
1 Bedroom Apt. at 1107 Madison.
$230 per month.  348-8252.
________________________9/3
Oldetowne Management 345-
6533.  I bdrm apts. still available. 
________________________‘00”
1 bedroom apartment near cam-
pus, nice, includes washer/ dryer,
heat, water and trash.  Call for
info  234-5580.
________________________9/3
One bedroom furnished apt.
close to campus.  Water & trash
included.  Pay own utilities.  $350
a month.  Call 217-345-5088.
_______________________9/13
1 bd duplex nice $290.  Call 348-
7733.
_______________________9/10
Wanted Sublessor for Fall
semester.  Efficiency apartment.
Phone Scott 618-676-1802 (leave
message) or 217-345-4489.
_______________________9/14
Male student looking for room-
mate to share 2 bedroom apt for
Fall ‘99 - Summer 2000.
#300.00/month, furnished.  One
block from Buzzard.  Call 345-
3186.
________________________9/3
Share 6 bedroom house with 5
other roommates at 1415 Ninth
St.  Short walk to campus.  $220
per month.  Call Kendra at 345-
6535.
________________________9/9
Yamaha XC 180 scooter 6,000+
miles.  $800 obo.  Call 348-8544.
________________________9/3
Acoustic Lab Technology
Speakers.  Brand new in the box.
$200 o.b.o.  Call Trish at 345-
1696.
________________________9/3
386 Computer, color, pr inter,
Word Perfect 6.  Good for
Wordprocessing-$200, 348-1876.
_______________________9/30
‘92 Ford Explorer, 2 DR, 4 WD,
$5,750.00, Good Condition.
_______________________9/17
For Sale:  Brother word processor
w/ monitor.  Use two times.  $150
o.b.o.  $300 new.  Will Deliver
234-9620.
________________________9/3
486 Packard Bell computer w/
pr inter.  $125, twin bed 50$,
microwave $25, T.V. $40, 345-
9183
________________________9/3
Make up to $2000 in one week!
Motivated Student Organizations
needed for marketing project.
www.CampusBackBone.com\fund
raiser or
www.CreditHealth.com\fundraiser
or Call Dennis at 1-800-357-
9009.
_______________________9/21
Wolf Furniture Gallery at Cross
County Mall in Mattoon has twin
mattress’s starting at $79.95 and
Mr. Beanbag beanbags including
EIU beanbags starting at $54.95.
________________________9/3
WE HAVE MOVED!!!  Come visit
the New Health Education
Resource Center Clearinghouse
in Room 3010, 9th Street Hall.
Open 8a.m. 4:30p.m.
________________________9/3
Coles County Pawn, 4th &
Madison 345-3623.  Buy, Sell,
Trade.  Adult Room, magazines,
xxx movies, toys, novelties, and
pipe shop.
________________________‘00”
Spring Break ‘00  Cancun,
Mazatlan or Jamaica from $399
Reps Wanted!  Sell 15 and travel
free!  Lowest Prices Guaranteed!!
Info:  Call 1-800-446-8355,
www.sunbreaks.com.
_______________________9/24
Formals, Christmas Parties now
being booked.  Great selection at
a low cost.  Call Cohorts at 347-
8722.
________________________9/7
Wanna look great!  Call Jessie at
Coed Hairstyling.  348-7818.
7ths street & Lincoln.
_______________________9/29
Jamaican tan in Regular bed 10
for $27 or one month unlimited
$35.Super bed/ Stand-up 10 for
$37 or one month unlimited $45.
Sign up for free drawing every
month.  Call 348-0018.
_______________________9/13
See “KRUSH” Firday night 9pm
@ GunnerBuc’s.  South Route
45, Mattoon.  21 Law str ictly
enforced.
________________________9/3
Classifiedadvertising
The Daily Eastern News
Help wanted Help wanted Help wanted For Rent For sale Announcements
Newman Catholic Center.  Communion Service on Friday, Sept. 3
at 12:05pm in the Newman Catholic Center 500 Roosevelt.
Newman Catholic Center. Mass on Sunday at 11:00am in
Newman Catholic Center.
Student Education Association.  September meeting will be
Wednesday, Sept. 8 at 7:00pm in the Charleston/Mattoon rm. of
the Union.  We will have speakers dicussing what to do the first
day teaching.  Be sure to bring your checkbooks for dues.
SOCEITY OF MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS.  FIRST MEET-
ING.  TUESDAY SEPTEMEBER 7, 5PM, RM 214 KLEHM HALL.
TOPICS TO BE COVERED: INTRO OF NEW OFFICERS, S.M.E.
CERTIFICATION EXAM, TOURS AND MUCH MORE-FREE
PIZZA.
Intervarsity Christian Fellowship, large group.  Spetember 3, 7pm,
meeting under the walkway.  We will have large group in the library
quad and will head to Steak n’ Shake afterwards.
CampusClips
PLEASE NOTE:  Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY
ONLY for any non-profit, campus organizational event.  No parties
or fundraising activities and events will be printed.  All clips should
be submitted to The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSI-
NESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT.   Example:  an event
scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by
NOON by Wednesday.  (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Saturday,
or Sunday events.)  Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT
be published.  No clips will be taken by phone.  Any clip that is illeg-
ible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN.  Clips
may  be edited for available space.
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Wanted
For rent
Sublessors
Roomates
For sale
Make money
Announcements
$200 reward for stolen bike.
Blue/Silver “Next/Oxygen”
moutain bike.  NO QUESTIONS
ASKED, it was invaluable to me.
It was gift on my 21st B-day.
Please contact Jenny 345-8851
________________________9/3
Dorm Size refrigerators for rent, 3
sizes.  Phone 348-7746, 9-5.
9/3
Welcome back students!  Tropi
Tan special-10 tans for $25.  618
W. Lincoln. 348-8263
_________________________00
SPRING BREAK 2000 with STS.
Join America’s #1 Student Tour
Operator to Jamaica, Mexico,
Bahamas, Cruises, and Florida.
Now hiring on-campus reps.  Call
1-800-648-4849 or visit on-line @
www.ststravel.com.
_______________________9/15 
Lost and found
Personals
Travel
Advertise.
The Daily Eastern News
Classified ad form
Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
Phone: _______________ Student: o Yes o No
Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only): _________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ________ Amount due: $_________
Payment:
Check No._______
Dates to run: _________________________________
Ad to read:
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. 15 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.
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Scoreboard
EIU CALENDAR 
Today
12 p.m. – Volleyball at Air Force(Air
Force Tournament)
4 p.m. – Women’s soccer at Western
Illinois
4:30 p.m. – M/W Cross Country at
Colorado State/ at Indiana
5 p.m. – Men’s soccer at Northern
Illinois
6 p.m. – Volleyball vs. Mississippi (Air
Force Tournament)
Saturday
No events scheduled
Sunday
noon – Women’s soccer at Eastern
Michigan
NFL
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W L T
Buffalo 2 1 0
Indianapolis 2 1 0
Miami 2 1 0
N.Y. Jets 2 1 0
New England 1 2 0
Central
Baltimore 3 0 0
Jacksonville 2 1 0
Cleveland 2 2 0
Pittsburgh 1 2 0
Tennessee 1 2 0
Cincinnati 0 3 0
West
*Oakland 2 0 0
Denver 2 2 0
Kansas City 1 2 0
Seattle 1 2 0
San Diego 0 4 0
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W L T
Washington 3 0 0
N.Y. Giants 2 1 0
Arizona 1 2 0
Dallas 0 3 0
Philadelphia 0 3 0
Central
Green Bay 3 0 0
Tampa Bay 3 0 0
Minnesota 2 1 0
Chicago 2 2 0
Detroit 1 2 0
West
*San Fran 2 0 0
Atlanta 1 2 0
Carolina 1 2 0
New Orleans 1 2 0
St. Louis 1 2 0
WNBA
WNBA Playoff Glance
FIRST ROUND
Tuesday, Aug. 24
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Charlotte 60, Detroit 54
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Los Angeles 71, Sacramento 58
CONFERENCE FINALS
(Best-of-3)
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Friday, Aug. 27
Charlotte 78, New York 67
Sunday, Aug. 29
New York 74, Charlotte 70
Monday, Aug. 30
New York 69, Charlotte 54, New York
wins series 2-1
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Thursday, Aug. 26
Los Angeles 75, Houston 60
Sunday, Aug. 29
Houston 83, Los Angeles 55
Monday, Aug. 30
Houston 72, Los Angeles 62, Houston
wins series 2-1
CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES
(Best-of-3)
Thursday, Sept. 2
Houston at New York, 8 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 4
New York at Houston, 3:30 p.m.
Sunday, Sept. 5
New York at Houston, 3:30 p.m., if nec-
essary
MLB
AMERICAN LEAGUE
W L GB
New York 82 51 –
Boston 75 59 7.5 
Toronto 72 64 11.5 
Baltimore 60 73 22.0
Tampa Bay 59 75 23.5
Central Division
W L GB
Cleveland 83 50 –
Chicago 62 72 21.5
Minnesota 56 76 26.5
Detroit 54 79 29.0
Kansas City 52 82 31.5
West Division
W L GB
Texas 80 55 —
Oakland 73 61 6.5
Seattle 67 66 12.0
Anaheim 51 82 28.0
Thursday’s Results
Kansas City 4, Boston 2
New York 9, Oakland 3
Detroit 8, Texas 7
Baltimore 11, Tampa Bay 6
Toronto 6, Minnesota 1
Cleveland 6, Anaheim 5
Today’s Games
Cleveland at Baltimore, 6:05 p.m.
Minnesota at Tampa Bay, 6:05 p.m.
Toronto at Kansas City, 7:05 p.m.
Chicago at Texas, 7:05 p.m.
New York at Anaheim, 9:05 p.m.
Boston at Seattle, 9:05 p.m.
Detroit at Oakland, 9:35 p.m.
Saturday’s Games
Cleveland at Baltimore, 12:05 p.m.
Chicago at Texas, 12:05 p.m.
New York at Anaheim, 3:05 p.m.
Detroit at Oakland, 3:05 p.m.
Minnesota at Tampa Bay, 5:35 p.m.
Toronto at Kansas City, 7:05 p.m.
Boston at Seattle, 8:05 p.m.
Sunday’s Games
Cleveland at Baltimore, 12:35 p.m.
Minnesota at Tampa Bay, 12:35 p.m.
Toronto at Kansas City, 1:05 p.m.
Detroit at Oakland, 3:05 p.m.
Boston at Seattle, 3:35 p.m.
Chicago at Texas, 7:05 p.m.
New York at Anaheim, 7:05 p.m.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W L GB
Atlanta 85 50 —
New York 81 53         3.5
Philadelphia 67 66 17.0
Montreal 57 76 27.0
Florida 53 80 31.0
Central Division
W L GB
Houston 79 56 —
Cincinnati 76 56 1.5
Pittsburgh 67 67 11.5
St. Louis 66 69 14.0
Milwaukee 58 75 20.0
Chicago 55 77 22.5
West Division
W L GB
Arizona 79 55 —
San Francisco 73 61 6.5
Los Angeles 62 71 17.0
San Diego 61 73 18.5
Colorado 60 75 20.0
Thursday’s Games
San Francisco 3, Philadelphia 2
St. Louis 4, Milwaukee 3
Today’s Games
Los Angeles at Chicago, 2:20 p.m.
Houston at Montreal, 6:05 p.m.
Cincinnati at Philadelphia, 6:05 p.m.
San Diego at Florida, 6:05 p.m.
San Francisco at Pittsburgh, 6:05 p.m.
Colorado at New York, 6:10 p.m.
Arizona at Atlanta, 6:40 p.m.
St. Louis at Milwaukee, 7:05 p.m.
Saturday’s Games
St.Louis at Milwaukee, 12:15 p.m.
Los Angeles at Chicago, 3:05 p.m.
Houston at Montreal, 6:05 p.m.
Cincinnati at Philadelphia, 6:05 p.m.
San Diego at Florida, 6:05 p.m.
San Francisco at Pittsburgh, 6:05 p.m.
Arizona at Atlanta, 6:10 p.m.
Colorado at New York, 6:10 p.m.
Sunday’s Games
Arizona at Atlanta, 12:10 p.m.
Houston at Montreal, 6:05 p.m.
Cincinnati at Philadelphia, 12:35 p.m.
San Francisco at Pittsburgh, 12:35
p.m.
Colorado at New York, 12:40 p.m.
St. Louis at Milwaukee, 1:05 p.m.
Los Angeles at Chicago, 1:20 p.m.
San Diego at Florida, 3:05 p.m.
MLS
Eastern Conference
W L Pts
D.C. 19 7 47
Columbus 15 10 35
Tampa Bay 12 14 26
Miami 10 16 22
New England 9 16 18
NY-NJ 5 21 9
Western Conference
W L Pts
Los Angeles 16 9 42
Colorado 16 8 42
Chicago 14 11 40
Dallas 12 12 40
San Jose 14 11 22
Kansas City 8 17 20
Thursday’s Games
No scheduled games
Today’s Games
No scheduled games
Saturday’s Games
Chicago at NY/NJ MetroStars, noon
Tampa Bay at New England, 6:30
p.m.
Dallas at DC United, 6:30 p.m.
Los Angeles at Miami, 6:30 p.m.
Colorado at Columbus, 6:30 p.m.
Kansas City at San Jose, 9:30 p.m.
TENNIS
U.S. Open Results
Results Thursday of the $14.5 million
U.S. Open tennis championships at
the National Tennis Center in Flushing
Meadows:
Men 
Singles 
Second Round 
Laurence Tieleman, Italy, def. Galo
Blanco, Spain, 6-4, 6-3, 6-3.
Richard Krajicek (12), Netherlands,
def. Lorenzo Manta, Switzerland, 6-2,
6-4, 6-1.
Andrei Medvedev, Ukraine, def.
Sebastien Lareau, Canada, 6-4, 6-1,
6-0.
John van Lottum, Netherlands, def.
Ivan Ljubicic, Croatia, 4-6, 7-6 (8-6), 6-
3, 7-6 (7-5).
Nicolas Kiefer (15), Germany, def.
Michael Kohlmann, Germany, 6-3, 6-
2, 6-2.
Lleyton Hewitt, Australia, def.Wayne
Arthurs, Australia, 6-2, 6-4, 6-7 (5-7),
6-4.
Andre Agassi (2), United States, def.
Axel Pretzsch, Germany, 6-3, 6-2, 6-1.
Marcelo Rios (10), Chile, def. George
Bastl, Switzerland, 4-6, 6-3, 6-2, 6-3.
Vince Spadea, United States, def.
Guillermo Canas, Argentina, 7-5, 7-6
(7-3), 5-7, 3-6, 6-3.
Xavier Malisse, Belgium, def. Cecil
Mamiit, United States, 3-6, 6-3, 6-7 (4-
7), 7-6 (8-6), 6-2.
Nicolas Escude, France, def. Carlos
Moya (8), Spain, 6-1, 6-4, 0-1, retired.
Doubles 
First Round 
Michael Hill, Australia, and Scott
Humphries, United States, def.
Eduardo Nicolas and German
Puentes, Spain, 4-6, 6-2, 6-3.
Brian MacPhie, United States, and
Nenad Zimonjic, Yugoslavia, def.
Goran Ivanisevic, Croatia, and Jeff
Tarango (13), United States, 6-4, 2-6,
6-1.
Ellis Ferreira, South Africa, and Rick
Leach (8), United States, def. David
DiLucia and Michael Sell, United
States, 6-1, 6-4.
Jonas Bjorkman, Sweden, and Byron
Black (7), Zimbabwe, def. Martin
Damm, Czech Republic, and Max
Mirnyi, Belarus, 6-7 (6-8), 6-1, 6-2.
Marc-Kevin Goellner, Germany, and
Francisco Montana, United States,
def. Nicklas Kulti and Mikael Tillstrom
(14), Sweden, 6-3, 7-5.
Jiri Novak and David Rikl (16), Czech
Republic, def. Bob and Mike Bryan,
United States, 7-6 (7-1), 6-3.
Second Round 
Ben Ellwood and Michael Tebbutt,
Australia, def. Neil Broad, Britain, and
Peter Tramacchi, Australia, 6-4, 7-5.
Mahesh Bhupathi and Leander Paes
(1), India, def. Jan-Michael Gambill
and Adam Peterson, United States, 7-
6 (7-4), 7-5.
Andrei Olhovskiy, Russia, and David
Prinosil, Germany, def. David Adams
and John-Laffnie de Jager (4), South
Africa, 6-4, 7-6 (8-6).
Wayne Black, Zimbabwe, and Sandon
Stolle (6), Australia, def. Pablo Albano,
Argentina, and Tomas Carbonell,
Spain, 6-3, 6-4.
Women Singles 
Second Round 
Monica Seles (4), United States, def.
Silvia Farina, Italy, 6-2, 6-3.
Magui Serna, Spain, def. Sandrine
Testud (14), France, 6-3, 6-3.
Julie Halard-Decugis (9), France, def.
Li Fang, China, 6-2, 6-3.
Kim Clijsters, Belgium, def. Adriana
Gersi, Czech Republic, 6-3, 6-2.
Amy Frazier, United States, def.
Natasha Zvereva, Belarus, 6-2, 6-4.
Amelie Cocheteux, France, def. Sylvia
Plischke, Austria, 6-3, 4-6, 6-3.
Serena Williams (7), United States,
def. Jelena Kostanic, Croatia, 6-4, 6-2.
Angeles Montolio, Spain, def. Paola
Suarez, Argentina, 7-6 (7-5), 6-2.
Sabine Appelmans, Belgium, def.
Samantha Reeves, United States, 6-4,
6-7 (5-7), 6-3.
Conchita Martinez (16), Spain, def.
Alexia Dechaume-Balleret, France, 6-
0, 6-0.
Ai Sugiyama, Japan, def. Karina
Habsudova, Slovakia, 6-2, 4-6, 7-5.
Jennifer Capriati, United States, def.
Seda Noorlander, Netherlands, 5-7, 6-
1, 6-4.
Elena Dementieva, Russia, def.
Fabiola Zuluaga, Colombia, 4-6, 6-3,
6-1.
Nathalie Tauziat (11), France, def.
Maria Antonia Sanchez Lorenzo,
Spain, 7-5, 4-6, 6-1.
Mary Pierce (5), France, def. Gala
Leon Garcia, Spain, 6-2, 6-3.
Fourth Round 
Venus Williams (3), United States, def.
Henrieta Nagyova, Slovakia, walkover.
COLLEGE
Central Michigan 33,
Eastern Illinois 17
EIU    0      0       7        10 – 17
CMU  6    13       0        14 – 33
Scoring summary
First quarter
7:13 CMU – Eric Flowers 1-yd run
(Paul Savich kick failed)
Second quarter
13:50 CMU – Flowers 15-yd ru
(Savich kick failed)
9:44 CMU – Vince Webbre 19-yd run
(Savich kick)
Third quarter
4:40 EIU – J.R.Taylor 5-yd run (Chad
Larner kick)
Fourth quarter
14:34 CMU – Jammarl O’Neal 57-yd
pass from Pete Shepherd (Savich
kick)
12:05 EIU – Rahsaan Smith 27-yd
pass from J.R.Taylor (Larner kick)
7:32 CMU – Flowers 1-yd run (Savich
kick)
:05 EIU – Larner 21-yd field goal
A – 19,267
TRANSACTIONS
BASEBALL 
American League 
AL – Supsended Toronto LHP Paul
Spoljaric and Minnesota INF Christian
Guzman for three games and fined
them $500 each for an on-field inci-
dent on Aug. 31. Suspended Anaheim
RHP Troy Percival and Cleveland OF
David Justice for three games and
fined them $500 each for an on-field
incident on Sept. 3.
BOSTON RED SOX – Activated RHP
Ramon Martinez from the 60-day dis-
abled list. Purchased the contract of
OF Jon Nunnelly from Pawtucket of
the International League.Transferred
RHP Julio Santana from the 15- to the
60-day disabled list.
CLEVELAND INDIANS – Recalled 3B
Travis Fryman from his 20-day rehabil-
itation assignment and activated him
from the 60-day disabled list.
Transferred C Sandy Alomar from the
15- to the 60-day disabled list.
TORONTO BLUE JAYS – Activated
1B David Segui from the 15-day dis-
abled list.
National League 
MILWAUKEE BREWERS – Signed C
Kade Johnson, RHP David Pember
and RHP Benjamin Hendrickson.
SAN FRANCISCO GIANTS –
Activated OF Armando Rios from the
15-day disabled list.
California League 
SAN JOSE GIANTS – Placed RHP
Masashi Kiyono and OF Ali Cepeda
on the disabled list.
BASKETBALL 
National Basketball Association 
GOLDEN STATE WARRIORS – Re-
signed F-C Terry Cummings to a mul-
tiyear contract.
Cross country teams start
‘out on top’ this weekend
By Matt Bierowicz 
and Kristin Rojek
Staff writers
With the first long weekend of
the school year approaching the
men’s and women’s cross country
teams will bring their top competi-
tors to Colorado State.
It is there where they will face
tough competition as well as a
higher altitude that may pose some
interesting twists for their first com-
petition.
Along with the tough competi-
tion of Colorado State, the Panthers
will be joined by Wyoming, who
has unknown ability in the
Mountain West Conference.
Because of the long trip the team
will only be able to bring five
women and nine men to the compe-
tition, while the remaining athletes
will be competing in a dual meet
against Indiana University.
“We have a strong group of
returning all-conference runners on
the men’s team,” McInerney said,
“It’s hard to say who is looking the
best since the nine guys I’m send-
ing are all running solid, but at least
seven of those nine would raise
their hand if I asked who wanted to
win the race, so they are very deter-
mined.”
The Panthers hold the Ohio
Valley Conference title from last
season.  McInerney thinks that with
hard work the title can be defended.
“They’re starting out on top,”
McInerney said. “They have a lot to
uphold and need to stay focused
and work hard so they’ll have a shot
at the conference title.”
Although the women are still a
young team, they will bring five
strong competitors to Colorado as
well where they will try to elevate
their competitiveness after three
hard weeks of practice.
Sophomores Beth Martin and
Lauren Rapacki have been pushing
teammate Erika Coull-Parenty and
McInerney is happy to see the
teamwork.  
“Everything is coming along
and it’s nice to see all the new faces
and the young girls,” McInerney
said. 
“They are running tight together
and hopefully the trip will bring
some team bonding.”
Senior Lisa Klinger has been a
consistent performer for the
Panthers while transfer athletes
Kim Victor and Lindsay Speer have
also been contributors early this
season. Speer is a senior transfer
student from the University of
Illinois and Victor joined the
Panthers from Danville Area
Community College. McInerney
feels both will be key assets to the
team.
“We have a young women’s
team this season which means it
will be a good building year,”
McInerney said. “The new girls
have been making nice adjust-
ments.”
Runners on both the men’s and
women’s side not competing at
Colorado State will be traveling to
Indiana University. Indiana’s cross-
country course is ranked as one of
the best in the nation and although
it is a hilly course the intimidation
shouldn’t be a big factor in their
performance.
“Because we’re taking out our
top runners it puts our team in a
nice position to be the underdogs
and chase the top Indiana competi-
tors,” McInerney said.  “There’s no
pressure to win.”
By Bill Ruthhart
Staff writer
After getting off to a slow start,
the Panther volleyball team rallied
to pummel Fordham in its first
match of the season Thursday night
at the Air Force Invitational in
Colorado Springs, CO.
The Panthers won the three-
game match in convincing fashion,
15-8, 15-7, 15-4, giving interim
head coach Andrew Epperly his
first career win at Eastern.
“I didn’t have any butterflies,’’
Epperly said of his first match at
Eastern. “We were down early, but I
wasn’t nervous because I knew we
weren’t playing anywhere near our
capability.”
After falling behind 8-1 in the
first game, the Panthers roared back
to score 14 points and take the
game 15-8.
The story of the match was the
play of freshman Karen Liss, who
started the game at outside hitter.
“I was impressed with Karen
and the fact being that she is a
freshman playing in her first
match,” Epperly said. “Her first few
attack attempts were hitting errors,
but then she settled down to hit
.286. That’s fantastic for someone
in her position, playing in her first
match, to do that.”
Unlike Epperly, Liss said she
had a few butterflies before her first
college match.
“I was nervous heading into the
match,” the freshman out of Cary
said. “But the team was awesome
and they helped me get in the game.
“I knew I just needed to take a
deep breath and relax,” she said.
“And it helps when you have
Meleah (Cutler) and Kim
Blackwell telling me where to hit
the ball and how to read the block-
ers.”
Blackwell finished the game
with 18 digs while Cutler finished
with nine kills and seven digs while
hitting .337 for the match.
Epperly was also pleased with
the play of his middle hitters.
Sophomores Leslie Przekwas and
Marcia Hahn combined to domi-
nate most of tournament’s opening
match against Fordham.
“Our middle hitters were on fire,
hitting .400 between them,”
Epperly said. “Anytime we can get
that sort of production out of our
middle hitters, we will have a good
night.”
Przekwas viewed the outstand-
ing performance as just another day
at the office.
“Honestly, they weren’t shutting
us down and we were left open a
lot,” she said. “Marcia and I kept
pulling their blockers out and our
hitters had to hit with only one
blocker which helped us out a lot.”
Coming into the season, if there
was one weakness for the defend-
ing Ohio Valley Conference regular
season champions, it was their
blocking. 
“Our blocking isn’t usually our
strongest aspect,” Epperly said of
his team’s high total of eight blocks.
“We normally just pass well and
play good defense.”
The Panthers will be back in
action again today, beginning at
noon when they take on the host,
Air Force, and again at 6 p.m. when
they face off against Mississippi.
Next set
What: Volleyball tournament,
Eastern vs.Air Force and
Mississippi
Where: Colorado Springs. Co.
When: Today, noon and 6 p.m.
Notes: Today’s two games will fin-
ish off the round-robin tournament
for the Panthers after Thursday’s
game. The first gam will mark
Eastern’s first-eveer meting with
Air Force, who has five starters
returning from 9-17 season.
Mississipi owns a 4-2 overall series
advantage against Eastern and
returns with three starters from a
team that finished 9-23 overall, 2-3
in the SEL.
Next up: The Panthers square off
against ICPU – Indianapolis and
Duquesne at the University of
Winsconsin - Milwaukee Panther
Indvitational on Sept. 10.
Panthers take all 3
in volleyball opener
EIU
FU
15
8
15
7
15
4
Volleyball
picked off quarterback Pete
Shepard’s first pass of the drive and
returned it 23 yards to the CMU 45.
Panther tailback Wayne Brown took
the first play for an 8-yard run.
Finally a chance for Eastern to
score.
On the next play, Buich’s pass
intended for J.R. Taylor was picked
off by CMU linebacker Darvin
Lewis.
n Six plays later, CMU handed
the ball right back to Eastern off a
fumble from Shepherd that defen-
sive back Shaun Grace recovered
on Eastern’s 19 yard line. With five
minutes left in the half, the Panthers
stopped another potential scoring
drive and had a chance to put some
points on the board and consider it a
moral victory heading into halftime.
n Eastern was faced with a 4th-
and-4 on its own 25 yard line. Bill
Besenhoffer came on to punt. A
fake and a completed pass to
Williams, the Panthers had a 33-
yard gain and a first down on the 42
yard line. Buich was sacked on the
following play, and on 2nd-and-19,
McDavid fumbled the ball, had it
recovered by split end Will
Bumphus, which resulted in a 21-
yard gain and the ball on CMU’s 28
yard line. A 14-yard sack of Buich
basically put and end to any hope of
scoring before the half ended.
It may be too early to compare
or contrast this game to last season,
but it’s also too hard to ignore. Last
year, the Panthers were notorious
for blowing halftime leads. This
time around, Eastern started slug-
gish, only to outscore Central
Michigan 17-14 in the second half.
In retrospect, a 33-17 loss to start
the season against a I-A team really
isn’t that bad. Especially when con-
sidering the Panthers lost 41-0 to
Western Illinois two years ago and
won a closer-than-it-should-have-
been 24-7 game against Division II
St. Joseph’s to start the season last
year.
Buich said it best after the game.
“This is one loss in a 12-game
season,” Buich said. “We’re far
from done. Far from done.”
Eastern had every chance to win
the game.
The only question is if they can
learn from this one.
Seize
from Page 8A
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NEW YORK (AP) — From
“Tonight” to “Late Night.” From
“Today” to “Later Today.” Anyone
else sense a pattern over at
NBC?
Clearly, this is a network with
a well-developed sense of time.
Starting Tuesday at 9 a.m., NBC
will learn if it’s the right time to
extend the dominant “Today”
franchise. That moment marks
the premiere of “Later Today,” a
live weekday hour that tries to
stake a middle ground between
news and chat.
All television is essentially a
combination of business calcula-
tion and creative energy, but
“Later Today” owes more of its
existence to the accountants.
NBC has talked for years
about expanding “Today,” the
show that dominates morning
television. Even with the pro-
gram’s ratings success, NBC’s
desultory daytime lineup could
never take advantage of its head
start.
In recent years, NBC stations
aired a mix of the NBC-owned
“Leeza,” local programming and
syndicated shows in the time
slot following “Today.” Now the
affiliates will try a show that bla-
tantly trades on the success of
“Today,” a program NBC owns
and from which it can profit
enormously if ratings soar.
Jeff Zucker, “Today” executive
producer, developed “Later
Today” and put one of his trust-
ed deputies, Mike Bass, in charge.
“We’re going to do every-
thing we can to make 9 to 10
(a.m.) a huge success,” Zucker
said, “understanding that nothing
comes before 7 to 9 (a.m.). We
will do nothing to jeopardize the
success of 7 to 9.”
Jodi Applegate anchors “Later
Today” from a Manhattan studio
that resembles a “Pottery Barn”
display floor. Asha Blake and
actress Florence Henderson are
her co-hosts. Each owes her job
to the fickle nature of television
timing.
NBC brass spotted
Applegate, host of a hit morning
talk show in Phoenix, when they
were in Arizona a few years ago
for the Super Bowl. She moved
East and established herself as a
network star-in-the-making on
the weekend “Today” show.
Blake thought few people
were watching her when she
anchored ABC’s overnight news
show, but it coincided with the
time Zucker was up pacing the
floor with a newborn baby. He
liked what he saw.
As for Henderson, Zucker
had a hunch she might be right
for the job after seeing her kib-
itz with Katie Couric on a
“Today” segment about a book
Henderson had written.
Henderson is a show-biz vet-
eran who played Carol Brady in
“The Brady Bunch” and sang at
Tiny Tim’s wedding. She was a
“Today girl” in 1959 on the day
host Dave Garroway released a
barrel of monkeys on-camera.
“We have five unions in our
business,” she said. “I belong to
all of them, I pay dues in all of
them and I work in all of them.”
TV isn’t exactly filled with
older people — an important
daytime audience — so the 65-
year-old Henderson is a plus,
Zucker said. She hardly has trou-
ble keeping up with her younger
colleagues.
“For the first half hour, it’s a
weird feeling,” Applegate said.
“You’re almost hallucinating —
it’s like working with Mr. Spock.
After a while, you realize it’s a
human being. It’s Florence
Henderson. It’s not Carol Brady.”
With a mix of consumer and
health news, celebrity interviews
and just plain chat about what’s
going on, “Later Today” is
designed to flow seamlessly from
the final half hour of “Today.”
That’s when features predomi-
nate and women are the primary
audience.
“We’re not exactly the sister
show of the ‘Today’ show,”
Applegate said. “We’re the first
cousin.”
Instead of fans peering in on
“Today” from a window to the
street, “Later Today” will invite
some in.There’s seating for a tiny
studio audience of about 45 peo-
ple.
Blake is looking forward to
seeing how many viewers can
relate to some of her experi-
ences: potty-training a 4-year-old
and coping with a cross-country
move. She’s still house-hunting.
“This show allows us to talk
about feelings and emotions,”
she said. “It enables us to tell
stories that I hope people can
benefit from.”
Former news anchors
Applegate and Blake will take
control on days when there is a
big story and “Later Today”
becomes more of a news show.
Producers believe that this abili-
ty to shift focus will help distin-
guish the show from another
close cousin, “The View.” ABC’s
popular daytime talker is pro-
duced by the network’s enter-
tainment division, and “Later
Today” comes from the news
side.
“Jeff and Mike are masters at
knowing how to turn a corner,”
Applegate said. “You never feel
like you’re getting whiplash.”
If they’re successful, who knows
what comes next for time-con-
scious NBC?
How about “Much Later Today”?
“Afternoon Nap”? “Better Late
Than Never”?
Maybe those are ideas whose
times will never come.
NBC creates ‘Later Today’ to follow ‘Today Show’
Can you tell we need help?
come in
and
write for the VERGE
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After the first fiasco, Evander
Holyfield and Lennox Lewis have
agreed to another fight on Nov. 13
in Nevada.
Both came to the press confer-
ence full of excuses for the last
match. 
Holyfield claims he was not
feeling well before the fight and
actually contemplated not fighting.
Lewis was still complaining
about the judging in the last fight.
“The judging was suspect,” he
said. “I believe there was some
influence there.”
Well, of course there was some
influence. This is boxing. It’s as
fake as professional wrestling.
Anyways, the two have agreed
to fight again to unify the IBF,
WBA and WBC title belts.
“All we want in the state of
Nevada is the man who wins the
fight in the ring to get the decision,”
Nevada state boxing commission’s
executive director Marc Ratner said.
Oh, by the way. The fight is
being held on the campus of UNLV.
Good choice of venues there. 
I guess it’s true, thieves really do
prefer the company of thieves.
Alan Ashby served up Sammy
Sosa’s 55th homer of the season
earlier this week. Earlier this season
Ashby also was on the mound
when Mark McGwire knocked his
500th and 501st homers.
Sounds bad, doesn’t it? Ashby
actually ended up winning both of
those games.
“Thank god it didn’t hurt us,” he
said following the Cubs’ game.
Imagine that, a pitcher gave up a
home run and still had enough runs
support to win the game. 
That’s the exact opposite situa-
tion the Cubs find themselves in
now. Instead of thanking god, the
Cubs are begging god Rich
Aguilera won’t hurt them every
time he takes the mound.
The unpredictable and unreliable
Dimitrius Underwood finally
arrived at the Miami Dolphins’
practice complex this week. Of
course, he did miss two flights
before he finally made it.
Underwood signed a five-year
contract with the Dolphins who are
taking a big gamble on the rookie
defensive end.
Underwood went AWOL from
Minnesota’s training camp in
August after only one day. He said
the reason he left was to focus on
his faith.
Underwood took his signing
bonus from the Vikings and disap-
peared for a while.  He now says he
is totally committed.
If I were in the Dolphins’ front
office, I would hold any checks to
see if he lasts more than a week.
Or at least until they find out if
he means he is totally committed to
football or just totally committed.
Back for more
Serving up the meat
Stop payment
Kyle Bauer
Associate sports editor
MOUNT PLEASANT, Mich.
— Down 33-17 with seconds left
to play, senior quarterback
Anthony Buich dropped back to
pass for one more attempt at a
score. Facing a three-man line, he
was sacked.
Prior to that game-ending sack,
Buich was hit for a loss six times.
When totaled, the Panthers lost 43
yards in sacks.
“I think our defensive line
played really well,” CMU head
coach Dick Flynn said after the
game. “We had pretty good con-
trol of the line of scrimmage and
had good pressure all night long.
That is what we want, to be able to
pressure the
qua r t e rback
physically and
mentally.”
The
C h i p p ewa s ’
defensive line, all returning
seniors, broke through the Panther
front line and caused problems for
Buich all night.
“We’d seen most of those for-
mations before,” he said. “Give
the credit to them. They were pre-
pared and gave us stuff we could-
n’t handle.”
Joe Adam led the way for
CMU recording four of the team’s
18 tackles for losses to go along
with his three sacks.
“We like to play an intense
game,” he said of the defense’s
philosophy. “We like to bring the
linebackers so it frees up the
defensive linemen. We just want
to go out there and play intense.”
The Chippewas’ intensity cer-
tainly took its toll on Buich and
the rest of the offense. The
Panthers were not able to get any-
thing going offensively until late
in the game, not allowing Eastern
to sustain a drive until time was
winding down in the second quar-
ter. The Panthers’ first score didn’t
come until late in the third quarter
and by then they were already
trailing 19-0.
The Panthers managed to
outscore CMU 17-14 in the sec-
ond half, but by then the damage
was already done. J.R. Taylor
scampered in the end zone from
five yards out to bring the score to
19-7.
Following a CMU score,
Eastern struck again in the final
period off of a 27-yard pass from
Taylor to Rahsaan Smith, making
the score 26-14.
On the defensive side of the
ball, the big play once again hurt
the Panthers. Eastern defense
forced CMU into third and long
situations all night long only to
allow a first down and give the
CMU offense another chance to
score.
“We would hold them for the
first couple of plays and then give
up the big play,” defensive back
Shaun Grace said. “For some rea-
son we couldn’t adjust and by the
time we did it was too late.”
CMU sacks Eastern victory
MOUNT PLEASANT,Mich. — Thursdaynight’s season-open-ing loss at Central
Michigan can be characterized in
one way – a game of missed oppor-
tunities.
And those missed opportunities
can go farther beyond simply los-
ing out on the chance to beat a I-A
team and gain some much-needed
confidence for a season and a
schedule that can easily be
described as the toughest in all of I-
AA football.
While the Panthers did make a
second-half surge, it was the inabil-
ity to capitalize on plays in the first
half that ultimately cast a heavy
shadow of doom.
Seemingly every time Eastern
had the Chippewas backed into a
corner and a bad situation, the
Panthers failed to capitalize and
instead, gave Central Michigan
momentum. Hence the 19-0 half-
time deficit.
When it wasn’t defensive laps-
es, the offense took over the duties.
With the miscues, I just wasn’t
getting up to the line like I should,”
Eastern quarterback Anthony
Buich said. “I don’t want to say it
was first-game jitters. They just
played well and did what they had
to do and we didn’t execute.”
Early on, it was apparent
Central Michigan’s best strategy
might be to take a knee on first and
second downs, waiting for third-
and-long to go for the kill. That’s
how it worked out anyway.
Let’s take a look:
n On Central Michigan’s first
drive of the game, Eastern had
what any defense would want –
3rd-and-19. Thanks to a 20-yard
pass down the middle to Mark
Swetz, the Chippewas were able to
keep the drive going and later
score.
n Deja vu on CMU’s next
offense series. Again, 3rd-and-19
and again a big play, this time in
the form of a 29-yard pass to Vince
Webber. About the only positive
for Eastern so far in the game was
two missed extra points by CMU.
The Panthers were only down 12-0
early in the second quarter.
“(Quarterback Pete Shepard)
made some big plays for us and
made some big throws for us, espe-
cially in the first half,” CMU head
coach Dick Flynn said.
n After the second touchdown,
Eastern got the ball on the 22 yard
line. After a first down and putting
the ball on the 36 yard line, the
Panthers finally showed signs of
moving the ball. Keeping with the
theme of the night, a botched hand-
off between Buich and tailback
Jabarey McDavid gave the
Chippewas’ possession deep in
Panther territory.
n After the recovered fumble,
CMU had another 3rd-and-long,
this time 3rd-and-10. A 10-yard
completion gave the Chippewas a
first down and two downs later, a
touchdown.
n With 7:26 left in the first half,
Eastern free safety John Williams
picked off quarterback Pete
Shepard’s first pass of the drive and
returned it 23 yards to the CMU 45.
Panther tailback Wayne Brown
If they seize the moment, they’ll be fine
Chad Merda
Sports editor
email: cuccm1@pen.eiu.edu
Suicide Squeeze
EIU
CMU
17
33
Football
See SEIZE Page 6A
David Pump / Staff photographer
Central Michigan University’s running back Eric Flowers attempts to break through Eastern’s defensive line. Flowers rushed for three touchdowns on the day.
Panthers fall to Chippewas 33-17 in season opener
friday, september 3, 1999
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I remember seeing a trailer for
“The Thirteenth Warrior” (rated
R for graphic violence) more than
two years ago when it was still
called “Eaters of the Dead.”  This
adaptation of an early Michael
Crichton novel had been plagued
with numerous production prob-
lems and has been the victim of
horrible pre-release buzz.
Unfortunately, the bad buzz seems
to have hit the mark.
John McTiernan–an expert
action director whose “Die Hard”
can arguably be called a modern
classic–reportedly relinquished
creative control to Crichton some
time during the course of the pro-
duction of this film, and the result
is a jumbled mess of bad story-
telling and mediocre visual tech-
nique.
Antonio Banderas stars as
Ahmed Ibn Fahdlan, a man of
nobility in Middle Ages Baghdad
who gets banished north for a
reason that the movie barely takes
time to establish. The opening
scenes rush through the back-
ground of Banderas’ character so
quickly that I doubt anyone in the
theater could tell you why he ends
up traveling with a group of
Norsemen, nor why he gets
recruited to help them battle a
tribe of flesh-eaters called the
Wendols.
That about does it as far as plot
is concerned. One minute,
Fahdlan is marveling at the Vikings’
strange customs, and the next he
is the last among 13 men picked
to travel to the domain of King
Hrothgar to fend off the
approaching evil. The rest of the
movie concerns itself with clichéd
dialogue, an unnecessary love
interest for Banderas, and numer-
ous battle scenes.
The film’s chief problem lies in
the casting of Banderas in the title
role. Banderas is an exciting, kinet-
ic performer, but this film calls for
him to be a reluctant fighter who
has more interest in praying to
Allah than in risking his life. The
truly heroic characters in the film
are his Viking counterparts,
Buliwyf (Vladimir Kulich) and
Herger (Dennis Storhøi). Fahdlan
is more of a spectator than a war-
rior, thus defeating the purpose of
the film’s title and of casting
Banderas in his role.
The casting problem could be
overlooked if the action
sequences worked, which they do
not. Cinematographer Peter
Menzies, Jr. (“The General’s
Daughter”) shoots nearly every
battle scene in the dark, lit only by
torches or moonlight. The dark-
ness of these scenes makes them
almost incoherent; we can’t tell
what’s going on if we can’t see it.
Like all films of this type, the bat-
tles pale in comparison to the gru-
eling carnage displayed in Mel
Gibson’s “Braveheart.”
The screenplay by Warren
Lewis and William Wisher
(“Terminator 2”) doesn’t help
matters either. The dialogue is lim-
ited to basic action-movie jargon,
the story makes little or no sense,
and characters that seem to be
integral to the story are neglected.
Diane Venora, a solid character
actress who played Al Pacino’s
estranged wife in “Heat,” plays the
queen of the invaded territory and
has few lines to speak despite her
apparent importance to the story.
The movie’s only real strength
is its use of scenery and location.
There is a striking scene set in a
system of caves that conveys a
feeling of fear and claustrophobia.
Here is one scene where the mini-
mal torch light actually benefits the
audience.
The experience of working on
a troubled production such as this
one probably gives us a clue as to
why the movie McTiernan helmed
after “The Thirteenth
Warrior”–this year’s slick,
matured remake of “The Thomas
Crown Affair”–was such a depar-
ture for him. McTiernan’s career
was founded on loud, exciting film
making with the testosterone level
of a teenage boy. “Thomas
Crown” was laid-back, observant,
and understated; a far cry from
this medieval mess.
Large-scale action pictures that
fail to be exciting pretty much
have no worth as films at all; such
is the fate of “The Thirteenth
Warrior.” The real mystery here is
what qualities about McTiernan’s
original cut made Michael
Crichton want to go back and
redirect certain sequences himself.
All things considered, it certainly
seems like Crichton ruined what
could have been a perfectly satisfy-
ing swashbuckler.
“The Thirteenth Warrior”
Touchstone Pictures
H
‘Warrior’ nothing but a ‘medieval mess’
photo courtesy of www.movies.go.com
Antonio Banderas lights up in “The 13th Warrior.” Hopefully he’s torching the final director’s cut.
Fans  o f  Matchbox 20 or
Third Eye Blind will dig Liars
Inc.’s new album “Superjaded.”
The music has a typical alter-
native rock sound with a punk-
i sh  edge .  Th is  CD i s  great
background mus ic  for  get -
togethers or for blasting down
the highway. But sitting alone
in one’s room, the songs will
start to sound the same. 
Frontman Raile’s vocals only
have a  three-  or  four-note
range, which adds to the disin-
terest. The silver lining is that
Raile does have an interesting,
husky voice similar to Bush’s
Gavin Rossdale. For those who
mag ica l ly  become d ivas  a t
night, it’s a good album to sing
along with. 
Liars Inc. rocked the outer
stage at the Sugar Ray/Goo
Goo Dolls show in St. Louis.
Unlike many of the other acts,
Liars had a large crowd gath-
ered around the stage asking,
“Who is that?” The ladies defi-
nitely enjoyed watching Robin
Diaz, drummer, play shirtless. 
Apparently, show off icials
did not think as highly of them
as did the crowd; the other
outer  s tage  per former,  a
wh iny  ch ick  band  ca l l ed
Frogpond, was invited to open
for Sugar Ray at the I l l inois
State Fair.  
The music in general is
good,  but  sh iny  happy
peop le  beware—the
lyrics address topics like
suicide, “The Real Me,”
broken promises  and
parasites. But this album
is a great ant idote for
the summer’s onslaught
o f  ch ipper  l i t t le  boy
bands. Best tracks:  “No
Good” and “Af ter  I
Beg in .”  Check out the
band at www.liarsinc.com
or look them up at
Ult imate Band L is t ,
www.ubl.com. 
“Superjaded”
Liars, Inc.
Columbia Records
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Forget  LFO’s  “Summer
Girls.” “Enema of the State” is
the  a lbum of  the  summer.
B l ink  182 ’s  second h i t  CD
deserves to be played at bon-
f i re s  o n  t h e  b e a c h  o r  i n
dorm rooms during summer
withdrawal.  The wholesome
guitar and uppity beats may
evoke head-bobbing or danc-
i n g .   T h i s  a l b u m  h a s  t h e
same feel  as Weezer’s f irst
a lbum, except the geeks in
sweaters have been replaced
by  t h re e  yo u n g ,  t a t t o o e d
ruffians. 
The f irst hit ,  “What’s My
Age Again,” hasn’t hit number
one on the Bil lboard charts
yet ,  but  was  ver y  h igh  on
MTV’s Top 50 Summer Videos.
The actua l  CD case  has
someth ing  for  ever yone ;  a
female porn star on the front
cover and a long row of young
men in  underpants  on the
inside. 
Blink 182 was recently fea-
tured in Rolling Stone along
with Kid Rock and Limp Bizkit
in an article called “The Rock
Porn Connection.” There has
a l so  been a  tendency  for
female concert-goers to take it
o f f  ( in  many cases ,  a l l  o f f ) .
Cons ider ing  that  the i r  h i t
video is al l  about streaking,
they may have a nude fetish
(they were wearing flesh col-
ored g -s tr ings ) .  Who can ’t
appreciate that?
You can count on the rest
of “Enema” to be as good as
the hit song “What’s My Age
Again.” The album also passes
the “road test” (you can play
the CD in your car without
sk ipp ing  songs) .  C lever
lyrics—plus the fact that the
album just rocks—make this a
CD that everyone should add
to his or her collection.  
“Enema of the State”
Blink 182
MCA Records
H H H H
Alternative-rock CDs offer something for everyone
by amanda jacobson
Staff writer
by sean stangland
Staff writer
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COME TO THE UNION ON TUESDAY
TO MEET THE MEN OF PI KAPPA ALPHA.
WE ARE LOOKING FOR QUALITY 
NOT QUANTITY. 
RUSH PIKE
For Rides or Information Call 348-0184
Sweet Sour Chicken......................................................................................$4.99
Chunk of chicken battered, deep fried in sweet sour sauce
Sweet Sour Shrimp........................................................................................$4.99
Shrimp deep fried in sweet sour sauce
Cashew Chicken............................................................................................$4.99
Diced chicken sauteed with crispy cashew nuts
Chicken with Vegetables...............................................................................$4.99
Sliced chicken sauteed with fresh vegetables
Chicken with Broccoli...................................................................................$4.99
Stir fried chicken with broccoli, bamboo shoots
Beef with Broccoli.........................................................................................$4.99
Beef with broccoli stir-fried in brown sauce
Pepper Steak..................................................................................................$4.99
Beef tenderloin sauteed with fresh green peppers and onions
Mongolian Beef (spicy).................................................................................$4.99
Sliced beef with green onion in spicy sauce
Kong Pao Chicken (spicy)............................................................................$4.99
Hot! Chicken, diced bamboo shoots in rich brown sauce with red pepper and peanuts
HONG KONG HOUSE
DAILY SPECIALS
Served with Fried Rice and Egg roll, fortune cookie and soft drink
348-5941 All Day Delivery! 345-3448
1505 18th Street, Charleston
Stuck between a rock
and a hard spot?
Need Money???
ADVERTISE!!!
